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Abstract
The detection and characterisation of fatigue cracks in offshore structures is a prim ary
concern of offshore operators. These structures accum ulate various layers of m arine deposit.
Soft marine growth and marine organisms are relatively easy to clean from submerged
tubulars. Cathodic protection systems are often used to prevent the corrosion of steel
structures in seawater. The deposition of a cathodic scale by a cathodic protection system
obscures any surface defects (especially fatigue cracks), and is very difficult and costly to
remove prior to either visual inspection or sensor based inspection.

Ultrasonic leaky Rayleigh waves propagating on a fluid loaded solid surface are one of the
major contrast mechanisms found in acoustic microscopy, where such investigations are
typically carried out using high frequency ultrasound (50 MHz and above).

This study considers low frequency (0.5 to 5 MHz) ultrasonic characterisation of surface
defects beneath layers, where the defect depth is similar in size to the wavelength of the
interrogating ultrasound. The interaction of leaky Rayleigh waves with surface defects in
steel in the presence of an obscuring calcareous layer is examined both experimentally and
using a m athem atical model. A finite difference m athem atical model is used to examine the
influence of different types of layer, depths of layer and inspection scenarios on detection
and characterisation of defects.

It was necessary to produce a substitute for calcareous deposit for use in experiments to
overcome the difficulty of obtaining real samples. Experimental work using the substitute
layer clearly indicates th at a surface defect (a slot) can be reliably detected when inspecting
from a cleaned strip adjacent to the region of the defect. This novel approach could greatly
reduce the cost of fatigue crack inspection offshore.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Section 1.1

Introduction to Fatigue Crack Inspection

Surface breaking defects usually result from m etal fatigue and are commonly found in areas
of high stress concentration in the supporting steel stanchions of offshore platform s, drilling
rigs, semi-submersibles and other sub-sea structures. The growth of fatigue cracks m ust be
constantly monitored to determine the safe life of a structure.

The aim of this research was to investigate the underwater inspection of surface breaking
defects in offshore steel tubulars in the presence of marine fouling and other marine deposits.

A steel structure, submerged in seawater, provides an environm ent for marine growths and
m arine anim als (figure 1.1). Many factors determine the quantity and quality of the layers
of the organic deposits, these include geographical location, water tem perature, salinity and
local water velocity. Inorganic layers of hard deposit are formed on steel structures th a t use
cathodic protection to resist corrosion by the sea. The harder a layer is to remove the
greater the effort required to clear it away. Cleaning structure surfaces prior to inspection
represents a m ajor part of the overall cost of an inspection operation.
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NDT technology, capable of field deployment underwater, and sensitive enough to
characterise surface breaking defects before they reach a critical size is needed to m onitor the
safe life of an offshore structure. If the inspection m ethod could characterise defects w ithout
pre-cleaning, or with m inimal cleaning, of the inspection area, it would greatly increase the
speed of an inspection and represent a large cost saving to the operator.

Fatigue cracks represent the most common surface breaking defects and appear in regions of
high stress intensity. Typically in offshore structures this is a t the weldments th a t join
intersecting tubular steel sections. The toe of a weld is accessible to a surface wave and is an
area prone to fatigue cracking. Tubular intersections involving m ultiple sections or sections
intersecting a t angles other than 90° can restrict access to the critical weld area. Restricted
access prevents the deployment of cleaning machines and increases the tim e required by
diver deployed cleaning systems to clear the tubulars prior to inspection. Hence the cleaning
of the weld area of intersecting members represents an increase in the cost of weld
inspection.

To meet the inspection requirements ultrasonic m ethods were selected as they are nonintrusive, they can be used in non-contact modes underwater and are already widely
deployed offshore (see Table 1.1, comparison of inspection techniques). Most underwater
ultrasonic inspection methods use bulk waves (th at is compression and shear waves
propagating in the bulk of a medium) and m onitor wave am plitude and time-of-flight.
These methods can analyse the wall thickness of supporting tubulars and stanchions to
determine the effects of corrosion, locate and characterise defects within the bulk of the
medium or determ ine whether a section is flooded by seawater or not. An alternative to bulk
waves are leaky Rayleigh surface waves which are sensitive to surface breaking defects
because their energy is concentrated close to the surface region of the metals on which they
propagate.
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Figure 1.1

A diver visually inspects a cleaned intersection of two

steel tubulars. Hard m arine growths in the form of mussels and
tubcworms are visible on the unclcaned sections.
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In order to be a viable method of inspection the leaky Rayleigh wave m ust propagate a t the
steel interface with the marine deposit and have sufficient energy to allow a backscattered
wave field to be monitored by a receiving transducer. If the wave does propagate a t the
interface and remains non-dispersive (as it is at a w ater/steel interface), and the velocity of
propagation is known, timing the arrival of the reflection from a surface defect would yield
the defects position relative to the receiving transducer. Alternatively, if the wave became
dispersive in the presence of the layer, dispersion curves would have to be used in
conjunction with knowledge of the layer thickness, to determine the velocity of the waves
under the layer, and hence interpret the backscattered field.

If the backscattered leaky Rayleigh wave field from a defect beneath a layer could not be
used to estim ate it’s depth (as it can at a steel/w ater interface), the radiation pattern of the
surface wave could be used to determine the surface length of a fatigue crack. These are d ata
an operator m ight use to decide if a costlier inspection with full cleaning of the target area is
necessary.

In any m easurem ents the choice of inspection frequency is based on the m inim um defect
depth th a t can be detected and the distance a t which it needs to be detected. Table 1.2
illustrates the range and sensitivity to surface breaking defects of leaky Rayleigh waves at
the frequencies used in experimental work carried out by this study ( Viktorov, 1967). The
backscattered leaky field will contain the greatest am ount of inform ation about the
scatterers size and shape when the wavelength of the interrogating ultrasound is sim ilar to
the depth of the defect (Achenbach et al, 1980). This is called the mid-frequency regime and
remains analytically intractable. Numerical techniques such as finite difference and finite
element can model interactions in any frequency range and are especially suited to scattering
analysis (Bond, 1990). Table 1.3 compares analytical and numerical techniques and their
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The range and sensitivity o f leaky Rayleigh waves

propagating on a flat steel/w ater interface (Viktorov, 1967).
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application to acoustic scattering problems. Finite element m ethods are very popular and
the subject of much current development, however a finite difference m ethod deals with
transient or hyperbolic problems more easily. Many finite element algorithm s combine finite
elements for space and use a difference approxim ation to solve for the tim e advance,
allowing them

to study dynamic problems. Finite difference algorithm s are simple,

consistent and very large which makes them ideal for fast, big memory computers. Finite
element m ethods do allow easy incorporation of multi-faceted geometries whilst difference
m ethods are best used to represent configurations similar to their co-ordinate axis. A finite
difference m ethod was selected because it was considered best suited to the present task.
Such m ethods have historically been applied to the study of elastic wave problems, and in
addition the m ethod has been successfully used to model mixed solid/fluid problems
( Saffari, 1986).

The effects of the thickness and form of the obscuring m arine deposit layer, found on an
offshore structure is im portant. Three inspection scenarios were considered (figure 1.2). The
first involved inspection in the presence of a thin layer (ie thickness (t) less than the
wavelength (A) of the incident surface wave) of deposit on a steel substrate. Any consistent
layer however thin, refracts the incident compression wave making generation of the surface
wave difficult. If the thin layer is soft and patchy defect detection and sizing is possible.
Since the purpose of cathodic protection is to produce a hard consistent covering the thin
layer scenario was considered unrepresentative of the real field situation.

A thick layer of deposit was considered next. It was very difficult in experiments to
penetrate the thick layers (t > A) with sufficient energy to generate an interface wave a t the
layer substrate interface because of the scattering, refraction and absorption of the incident
signal.
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This inability to penetrate consistent layers led to consideration of a ’cleaned strip ’
approach. Cleaning a patch of deposit close to the inspection target area creates an
’inspection window’, through which leaky Rayleigh waves can be generated and reflected
signals received. This third investigation forms the basis of much of the work reported in
this study, and proved to be the most successful, with its implied large saving in cleaning
tim e and cost.

A leaky Rayleigh wave fatigue crack inspection method which is able to locate the presence
of and perhaps size a surface breaking defect, th a t does not require complete cleaning of a
tubular in the area of a weld m ust operate at a premium. The potential benefit of reduced
cleaning costs m ay justify the development of this technology to full m aturity and
application offshore.
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Thin P a tc h y La yer S ce na rio
Inspection
T ransd uce r

Calcareous D eposit

Weld

Steel Pipe Wall

Thick Layer S ce n a rio
Insp ection
T ransd uce r

C alcareous D e po sit

Weld

Steel Pipe Wall
in spe ction
T ransd uce r

C alcareous D eposit

Weld

Steel Pipe Wall

Cleaned Strip S ce n a ri o
Figure 1.2

Three leaky Rayleigh wave inspection configurations.
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Section 1.2

Contributions

This work presents both experim ental and theoretical results th a t show th a t a leaky
Rayleigh wave will propagate at the interface between a layer of m arine deposit and a steel
substrate. Consequently using an ’inspection window’ in the form of a cleaned strip it is
possible to detect surface breaking defects in a steel substrate, obscured by a layer of marine
deposit.

The ’cleaned strip ’ approach to surface inspection is recommended as this enhances both the
generation and reception of the ultrasonic wave. Simple time-of-flight measurements
performed on leaky Rayleigh waves reflected by defects under the layer allow estim ation of
the defect position, relative to the interrogating transducer. These studies proved th at the
leaky surface wave moves at close to the velocity of propagation for a w ater/steel interface,
and remains non-dispersive, as it travels on the layer loaded substrate of steel. Hence a timeof-flight inspection method can be used. This is true for highly attenuative layers such as
calcareous

deposit,

where

the

losses

in

the

layer

prevent

coupling

between

the

substrate/layer and layer/fluid interfaces. The experim ental results examine the inspection
interaction in the far-field, and the finite difference model studies examine it in the near
field. These approaches have been developed together to com pliment each other and validate
the hypothesis th a t a leaky Rayleigh wave can propagate and remain non-dispersive at the
interface of steel and marine fouling.

This research has identified and employed a simple physical substitute for calcareous deposit
for use in experim ental studies. This deposit substitute overcomes the difficulty of producing
realistic scales for use in ultrasonic experiments. The deposit substitute is m ade of shell grit
and epoxy, whose ratios in the mix may be varied to give specific compression wave
velocities, the deposit substitute is a highly attenuative two phase m edium th at adheres
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strongly to steel and is unaffected by long periods of submersion in water. By using the
substitute to coat laboratory samples of pre-cracked or slotted steel blocks, the effect of
m arine deposits on crack inspection techniques, when m inim al or no pre-cleaning is possible,
can be economically investigated.

The finite difference algorithms developed as part of this project allow m ulti-m edia
inspection configurations to be studied. Prim arily, liquid loaded solid half-spaces are
modelled with and without additional partial or complete solid layers. All the form ulations
required to produce these complex configurations are included in this thesis in a consistent
notational form. Colour wave field visualisations produced by the finite difference models
are included to illustrate im portant scattering mechanisms.

An im portant development was the New Source Function. This was a limited extent,
broadband, compression wave source based on Ilan et a l’s (1979) analytical source function.
It allowed the finite difference model to be excited by a more realistic incident compression
front th a t had a non planar leading edge. This added a shear wave tail to the propagating
Rayleigh disturbance and allowed a clear definition of the leaking compression fronts.

Layers of m arine fouling are not the only examples of layer/substrate configurations
presenting challenges to non-destructive evaluation. Thin m etal layers such as copper and
alum inium are used to protect steel structures against corrosion in both the aerospace and
offshore industries. Removal of the expensive m etal layer, prior to inspection of the
substrate, is obviously undesirable, which prom pts the investigation of dispersive waves as a
means for defect inspection.

The finite difference model developed as part of this project has been used to verify and
advance work with copper layers on stainless steel substrates performed by Chimenti et al
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(1982). This group used an exact m athem atical model to examine the propagation of leaky
Rayleigh waves on a thin (less than one Rayleigh wavelength) copper layer on a stainless
steel substrate immersed in water. They reported th at a dispersive wave propagates. The
waves velocity is a function of the depth of the layer and the frequency of the ultrasonic
energy. A finite difference model was constructed to examine one layer substrate
com bination presented theoretically and experimentally by Chimenti et al (1982). The finite
difference model predicted the group velocity of the dispersive wave to within 2.5% of the
exact m athem atical model. In addition to allowing detailed exam ination of the propagation
of a dispersive leaky Rayleigh wave, this study then extended the original work to include
surface breaking defects in the stainless steel substrate which were completely obscured by
the intact copper layer. The softer copper layer will not always break as a result of the
initiation of a fatigue crack in the steel substrate. A hypothesis of the original work was th at
detection of such defects should be possible using dispersive leaky Rayleigh waves in the
presence of a thin m etal layer. They were unable however to extend their work to consider
this possibility as the presence of the defect greatly complicated their analytical approach.
The finite difference model proved th at detection was possible, and was used to generate
reflection and transm ission coefficients for two surface breaking defects in the substrate
whose depths were greater than and less than the wavelength of the interrogating wave.

Detection of fatigue cracks beneath layers of marine deposit has been shown to be possible
using a cleaned strip inspection scenario and leaky Rayleigh waves. Inspection equipm ent
based on this hypothesis could reduce the cost of current underw ater fatigue crack
inspections.
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Section 1.3

Thesis Structure

C hapter 2 introduces the fundam entals of ultrasonic inspection concentrating on an
explanation of leaky Rayleigh waves. The phenomena associated with their propagation,
history and application are examined. Previous work on inspection configurations similar to
a layer of cathodic scale on a steel substrate in immersion is reviewed. This chapter ends
with a discussion of defect detection and characterisation using both Rayleigh waves and
leaky Rayleigh waves.

C hapter 3 examines cathodic deposits and marine growths and the effect they traditionally
have on inspection. It also details the development by this study of a calcareous deposit
substitute for use in laboratory experiments.

C hapter 4 briefly reviews the development of the finite difference numerical m ethod and its
history and application to acoustic wave problems. It also includes a study of the stability
and accuracy of finite difference models. Existing finite difference form ulations used by this
work, such as a solid body node or a 90° corner in a scheme, are also presented.

C hapter 5 presents new finite difference formulations developed for this project and used in
the particular schemes modelled. Model results for leaky Rayleigh wave inspection of surface
defects at water loaded steel interfaces are included to validate the finite difference method.
A brief sum m ary of all the formulations used in the finite difference model ends this
chapter.

C hapter 6 details experim ental and model results for the specific case of a low impedance
layer of calcareous deposit on a steel substrate in immersion. The cleaned strip scenario is
tested and recommended as a valid method of inspection th a t does not necessitate the
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complete cleaning of the target area. This chapter includes the application of the finite
difference model to defect characterisation in a steel substrate completely obscured by an
intact, thin copper layer, in immersion.

C hapter 7 sum marises the m ain conclusions of this study and recommends those areas
worthy of further research.
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Chapter 2
Introduction to Ultrasonics, Surface Waves and Layers

Section 2.1

Fundam entals of Acoustic W ave Propagation

In order to m athem atically model ultrasonic interactions the physical nature

of wave

propagation and scattering in elastic media is examined and a suitable linear equation
employed which relates the stress in the media with the strains and m aterial properties.
Analytical m ethods and numerical methods use this initial linear equation [Graff, 1975).

In an elastic medium the interplay of inertial and elastic restoring forces produce the
observed oscillatory particle motion. These two forces are related through the translational
equations of m otion, with no body forces acting : (Auld, 1973)

V
where

.7-

=

r = stress

EQN 2.0

dt2

(hence V . r is a stress field)

u = displacement vector

Hooke’s Law states th a t for small deformations (this study considers only the elastic
deform ation of a mediur^and not the plastic deformation of one) the strain in a deformed
body is linearly proportional to the stress applied. In term s of fields of strain then :
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t

where

EQN 2 . 1

= C:S

r = stress
C = elastic constants
S = strain

In C artesian co-ordinates considering only the specific case of a norm al stress acting in the x
direction equation 2.1 becomes :

r xx = cxxxx sxx + Cxxxy sxy + cxxxz sxz +

EQN 2.2

cxxyx syx + cxxyy syy + CxxyZ SyZ +
cxxzx szx + cxxzy szy + cxxzz szz
(Tnm defines a stress in a plane, to which n is normal, and th a t acts in the m direction. )

Similarly the remaining stresses may be described

( T y y , ' r z z ,-rX y , r x z , r y X , T y Z, r z x , r Zy ) .

In order to m ake these relationships manageable and to facilitate the linearisation of the
problem, the m edia is considered to be homogeneous and isotropic. Combined with the
condition of linear elasticity this greatly reduces the num ber of elastic constants. W ith no
preferred direction in the m aterial

(as implied by elastic isotropy), stress sym m etry exists

and the elastic constants m ust be the same whatever the orientation of the Cartesian co
ordinate system.

In fact the elastic constants may be reduced to only two independent quantities A and //
known as the Lame' constants.

=

+t

+w

) + 2" l
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E«N2-3

Here strain is represented by derivatives of the displacements (u,v,w) in the principle
directions (x,y,z). By combining the m aterial properties represented by Hooke’s law
(equation 2.1) w ith the equation of motion for the particles w ithin the body (equation 2.0),
the displacement equation of motion is created.

H V 2u + (A + fi) V V .u =

Ln vector form b h i5

I S '.

EQN 2 . 4

d iz

where V 2 = J ! i + - 2 l + - 2 l
& 2 + a ,2 + & 2

This equation couples the three displacement components. If the displacement vector is
expressed in term s of a scaler and vector potential these potentials will satisfy uncoupled
wave equations as follows :

u = V

+ V A rp

EQN 2.5

where <p = scaler potential
%p = vector potential
Substitution of equation 2.5 into equation 2.4 yields

V [ ( A + 2/i ) V 2<f>- p ’<f>'] +

(A + 2 /i) V 20 - p '<p = 0

V 2<£ = \ ’<p’
Ci

EQN 2.6

V A [ ii V 2V> - p V '] = 0

and

and
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/i V 2^ - p V = 0

V 2V> =

C*

V

EQN 2.7

where Cj2 =
n 2_/i
Ut ~ p
and

Cj = longitudinal velocity (compression velocity)
Ct = transverse velocity (shear velocity)

Note the form of the linear wave equation exhibited in equations 2.6 and 2.7, in one
dimension this is :
d2u
1 d2u
a ? -5 * a ?

PON

9

R

EQ N 2 '8
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Section 2.2

Wave Types and Mode Conversion

The use of scalar and vector potentials to describe the m otion of plane harm onic waves (in
two dimensions) reduces equation 2.4 to the more manageable form of two wave equations.
This reduction is then extensively used in m any works to develop analytical solutions for the
propagation, reflection and transmission of elastic waves in physical media (Achenbach, 1973
or Redwood, 196(f).

Elastic waves are generally analogous to light waves except for the phenomenon of mode
conversion. As an elastic wave strikes an interface between m edia of differing m aterial
properties additional modes of wave are created to satisfy the boundary conditions existing
at the interface.

For instance a longitudinal wave incident at an acute angle from a fluid into a solid,
generates a reflected longitudinal wave (fluids do not support shear waves) and refracted
longitudinal and transverse waves (governed, as in optics, by Snell’s law) and if the angle is
critical, surface waves (see figure 2.1). At a traction free surface (an air boundary is usually
considered to traction free) these surface waves are called Rayleigh waves after Lord
Rayleigh (Rayleigh, 1900), at an interface between two solid m edia surface disturbances are
known as Stoneley waves (Stoneley, 1924). At a fluid loaded half space surface waves are
known as leaky Rayleigh waves.

As m entioned above the less dense media are sometimes idealised, all physical m edia can
support wave m otion but in the case of fluids some wave forms are highly attenuated. In
order to simplify analysis air is often treated as a vacuum and liquids, such as water,
considered to be unable to

support a shear wave. This study, which concentrates on the

interface between steel and water, uses a viscous fluid form ulation to model water.
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Solid

S refr
C re fr

C refj

Figure 2.1

Plane wave reflection and refraction a t a liquid/solid

interface.
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Unlike light, acoustic energy can exist in several modes in a single medium these modes are
represented by the different forms of sound wave and the speed a t which they propagate in a
given m edium. A sum m ary of the different acoustic wave types is presented next.
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Section 2.3

Bulk Waves. Ravleigh Waves and Lamb Waves

Having stated th a t elastic energy can exist in several modes in the same medium some of the
different wave types are examined in greater detail. The two wave equations (equations 2.6
and 2.7) represent two forms of disturbance which m ay propagate in an elastic solid (bulk
waves). The scalar potential describes the longitudinal wave (or compression wave) whose
particle displacement is polarised in the direction of wave propagation. The vector potential
describes the transverse wave (or shear wave) whose particle displacement is polarised in a
direction perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. Several alternative names exist
for both types.

The nature of transverse waves means th at in an elastic isotropic solid there are two modes
of transverse wave SH ( Shear Horizontal ) and SV ( Shear Vertical ),£ach travels with the
velocity Ct but with displacements a t 90 to each other and the direction of propagation.
This brings to three the number of plane harmonic waves in an unbounded m edium ( A lil d / 1 ^ 7 3 \

Interfaces between media of different physical constants create another fam ily of acoustic
waves, generated by plane waves striking the interface at certain critical angles. An intensive
treatm ent of mode conversion a t a solid/fluid interface is given in {Mayer, 1965). Free
Rayleigh surface waves are of particular im portance to this study; the derivation of the
frequency equation governing their generation can be found in Owen (1964).

The equation is developed by inserting the boundary conditions for a free surface into the
equation of a plane wave propagating along th at interface, the boundary conditions being :

r x x — T x y = T xz — 0

at the interface.
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Assum ptions are made as to the characteristics of the surface wave, these are first th a t the
disturbance is independent of the co-ordinate direction perpendicular to the plane of
propagation (th at is into th e paper in figure 2.1). Secondly th a t the disturbance decreases
rapidly in a direction norm al to and away from the interface. The resulting Rayleigh
equation is :

( t t )2 [ 7 ^ -

8 7 TT +

Cp2 ( ^ - $ ) - 1 6 ( 1 - £ £ ) ] = 0

EQN 2.9 (gtovw&etal,

where Cp = the phase velocity

The ratio of transverse wave velocity to longitudinal velocity is

!=v(x

+

2 fi

) =V(

1 - 2 O'
2(1

+

&)

)

where a — Poisson’s R atio

Equation 2.9 always has a root if 0 < Cp < Ct < Cj, and under these conditions surface
waves exist.
If A=/i (Poisson’s relation) then a P i's u tts corAmoAlio o s &A C
i5

n a b ia fcb\

Using this relation the transverse and longitudinal velocities are related by :

< W ( 3 ) Ct

Substituting into the Rayleigh equation gives

Cp

Cp
)e- 8(^r+
f (^)2- f = 0
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thesis)

T his equation has three real roots

( £ ! ) 2= 4 ,
C , ' -

2n—J r r

’

V (3)

,2 ’

2
V (3)

T he last root satisfies the second condition th a t the disturbance decreases rapidly with
distance from the interface and yields a Rayleigh wave velocity of :

Cr = 0.9194Ct

(Ewing et al, 1951)

The velocity is independent of frequency, and therefore a Rayleigh wave propagating on a
flat surface is non dispersive. Also the Rayleigh wave velocity is always less than the
transverse wave velocity. This means th a t the Rayleigh wave is slower th an the slowest
velocity of propagation in an unbounded m edium. F urther developm ent of these equations
tiho t t h e
show s A Rayleigh wave am plitude decreases exponentially w ith distance from the interface,
and the particle m otion is elliptical and retrograde to the direction of propagation

Since Rayleigh surface wave particle m otion occurs in the plane of propagation, another
surface wave whose particle m otion is perpendicular to the plane of propagation can exist.
An analytical solution to such a problem was provided by A.E.H. Love {Love, 1944) who
observed th a t SH surface waves exist if the half space is loaded by a layer of a different
elastic m aterial.

So far waves in semi-infinite media have been considered* in the physical world the mediortof
propagation often has dimensions comparable to the wavelength of the disturbing energy.
The interaction of the energy with the second interface produces a third fam ily of wave, the
guided wave. Both Rayleigh and Lamb were involved with the analysis of the solid plate
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waveguide , Lam b’s name having become associated with these ’plate’ waves.

The reflection, transmission, refraction and mode conversion th a t occur a t an interface lead
to com plicated interconversions between compression and shear modes along the plate.

The characteristic equation for Lamb waves, once again derived from the basic wave
equations using suitable boundary conditions, reveals two modes of Lam b wave set up in the
plate , a sym m etric mode and an anti-sym m etric mode (Ewing et al, 1957).

tan /cl b _ _ /co2-/ct2
tan/ct b
4/co2/cl/ct

sym m etric response

tan /cl b _
tan/ct b

anti-sym m etric response

4/co2/cI/ct

EQN 2.10

EQN 2 .1 1

/C o 2 - / C t 2

where /cl = (

/C t =

)2 - —2

( -^ -

U) = 2

7T f

) 2 - /C o 2

( the angular frequency )

Lam b waves only successfully propagate in plates whose thickness is of the order of a few
wavelengths of the incident energy. In the high frequency regime the characteristic equation
reduces to the Rayleigh wave equation, and corresponds to the the generation of a surface
wave on both surfaces ( ie now the wavelength is sm all com pared to the plate thickness).
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One further class of wave closely associated with Rayleigh’s work, b u t nam ed for the person
who first thoroughly investigated their propagation, is the Stoneley wave. Stoneley waves
can only exist a t an interface between two solid media, when the shear wave velocities of the
two m edia are nearly equal. The velocity of these interface waves lies between the Rayleigh
wave velocity and the velocity of the fastest shear wave in either medium . Stoneley waves
are difficult to generate and rarely used in NDT.
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Section 2.4

The Schoch Displacement

W hen a finite width beam of acoustic energy is incident on a solid from a liquid an apparent
shift in the expected position of the reflected beam is often observed. This shift and other
phenomena, a m inim um of intensity in the reflected beam and a weak trailing field to one
side of the reflected beam are dom inant when the incident energy strikes the liquid/solid
interface a t the Rayleigh critical angle (see figure 2.2), and a leaky Rayleigh wave is
generated

( S f iS

P .4 - 7 & .

Schoch (1952) believing this effect to be analogous to one recently observed in optics
developed a model th a t described the lateral displacem ent of a lim ited beam. As
experim ental techniques increased in sophistication Schoch’s simple model, originally
validated with a limited range of equally sized sources, receivers and m aterials, was found to
be inadequate. Neubaver (1973) conducted experiments with low MHz limited beams at
interfaces between water and various solids. He used schlieren visualisation techniques to
observe the reradiated field after beam incidence a t and near the Rayleigh critical angle.
Neubauer concluded th a t the observed shift in the reflected field was due to the interference
between the specularly reflected field and the leaking compression field of a leaky Rayleigh
wave generated a t the interface. The make up of the observed reflected field was then
dependent on the phase m atching and relative am plitudes of these two components,
Schoch’s predictions were found to be valid only for very large beam widths.
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I n c id en t B e a m

Relected B eam

Liquid
Solid

B eam D isplacem ent
Figure 2.2

Principle features of the reflected field due to a beam

incident a t or near the Rayleigh angle.
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Section 2.5

The Leaky Ravleieh Wave

A leaky Rayleigh wave is generated by a compression wave propagating in w ater striking a
solid interface a t a critical angle. The observed phenom ena when the ultrasonic beam of
finite w idth impedes a fluid/solid interface a t the Rayleigh critical angle are :

Lateral displacement of the reflected field (but not always as predicted by Schoch).
An am plitude null or m inim um within the reflected field.
A weaker field accompanying and extending beyond the reflected field (the leaky field).
A phase shift in field either side of the null.
A variation in the am plitude of the reflected field as frequency varies.

Drawing heavily on the experim ental observations of Neubauer(1973), Bertoni and T am ir
(1973) presented a theoretical study th a t for the first tim e completely explained leaky
Rayleigh wave propagation a t a fluid loaded halfspace.

Bertoni’s model represents the incident beam in term s of a continuous plane wave spectrum .
T he reflected field is also therefore described by a plane wave spectrum , it s am plitude
bCvCte dependent on a reflection coefficient.

As the angle of the incident beam varies the reflection coefficient exhibits im portant
singularities O f specific interest as the incident angle approaches the Rayleigh critical angle
is the presence of a leaky Rayleigh wave pole singularity which accounts for the reflected
field.

The reflected field contains two constituents, a geom etrical acoustic com ponent and a
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Rayleigh wave field. It is the interference of these two parts th a t give rise to the observed
effects. B ertoni’s study defines a leaky Rayleigh wave as a modified form of Rayleigh wave
th a t is attenuated as it progresses along a fluid loaded interface by radiation into the fluid,
hence the term leaky.

T he leaking energy radiates into the fluid at an angle closely associated w ith the Rayleigh
critical angle..

The difference between the two angles is

less th an 0.1 degrees in all practical cases. The velocity of the surface wave, a t a steel/w ater
interface is also very close to a Rayleigh wave a t a steel surface (less th an 1% difference,
Viktorov, 1967), and the leaky wave remains non-dispersive, if propagating a t a flat surface.

T he Rayleigh critical angle is given by :

kr= k sin0r

EQN 2.12

where kr= the wave num ber of the Rayleigh wave
k = the wave num ber of the compression wave in water
0r= the Rayleigh critical angle
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Section 2.6

A Low Acoustic Impedance Layer on a Steel Substrate

Interest in acoustic wave propagation in a layer substrate system can be traced back to the
study of seismic events and the stratification of the Earths surface into a relatively thin
surface crust over an effectively infiniteAcore. Changes in the thickness of this layer were
observed to affect the propagation of seismic surface waves.

So as not to over complicate w hat is by nature an already com plicated interaction, m ost
theoretical treatm ents consider both the layer and substrate as being isotropic (A uld, 1973).
Not surprisingly the determ ination of the acoustic properties of a layer substrate system is
analogous to acoustic wave propagation in plates. Similarities include the m ulti-m ode nature
of the solution, th a t is a t any frequency and layer thickness com bination there m ay be more
th an one wave propagating. The different modes are separated by their individual particle
vibration characteristics and their velocities of propagation (Redwood, 1960)

Rose and Pilarski (1988) present a general approach for waves in m ulti-layered sy stem s.
*They consider single otsA m ultiple layers on a substrate and single or m ultiple layers alone.
They proceed by constructing homogeneous equations using relevant boundary conditions for
interfaces between the individual layers or the surrounding media. W hen considered in
m atrix form this set of homogeneous equations is the characteristic equation for the system.
W hen the determ inant of the characteristic equation equals zero, a non trivial solution
exists. Using a suitable numerical m ethod the variation of phase velocity w ith frequency
m ay be extracted in the form of a dispersion curve. W hen the system is im mersed in a liquid
the problem is solved using complex num bers. Some solutions of the characteristic equation
are therefore complex and these correspond to the generation of leaky waves. Leaky waves,
as previously described (Section 2.5), radiate energy into surrounding m edia of lower
acoustic velocity.
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A Calcareous deposit on a steel tubular is only one example of m any layer/substrate
configurations. Different ratios of acoustic impedance between substrate, layer and loading
fluid,

different excitation

and different m aterial characteristics

(attenuation,

surface

condition) all alter the ultrasonic response of the system. Although the ultrasonic scenario of
interest is very specific in nature, by examining other configurations inform ation on the
lim its of the preferred inspection configuration m ay be inferred.

For example the backscattered surface wave field from a crack beneath a layer m ay only be
used to locate the crack if the velocity of the surface/interface wave is known, both under
the layer and in the presence of fluid loading. The nature of this wave changes as the
impedance of the layer and it s m aterial properties (surface condition, attenuation) change.

In this section consideration will be given to several variants of the layer on a substrate
problem. Firstly a layer completely covering a substrate is examined. Two studies wave been
carried out which support this study. The first was conducted by C him enti et al (1982) and
concerns the effect th a t a thin copper layer on a stainless steel substrate has on the reflected
field of an incident Gaussian beam. A copper layer is

an acoustically stiffer layer th an a

cathodic scale layer.

The second study was carried out by Banik et al (1989) and considered the coating of steel
pipes by coal tar. This work represents an acoustically softer layer than cathodic scale.

Both of these studies and the work presented here all concern layers th a t are of lower
impedance than the substrate.
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Later in this section the cleaned strip configuration will be compared w ith work being
carried out to inspect adhesive interfaces, where interface waves have application. Then
finally by examining the physical m akeup of calcareous deposits and their extrem ely
attenuative structure, the effect of these layers on wave propagation will be com pared w ith
th a t due to the loading of steel by a dense fluid.
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Section 2.6.1

A Copper Laver on a Stainless Steel Substrate

A study of the behaviour of surface waves generated a t layered halfspaces was carried out by
Chimenti et al (1982). This work included a study of a thin copper layer on a substrate of
stainless steel, in immersion. Their experimental results indicated th a t the available theories
did not account for all the propagation characteristics of leaky Rayleigh waves on layered
halfspaces. Unlike the interface between a fluid and solid the interface between the high
impedance solid layer and substrate cannot support a leaky Rayleigh wave. However when
the solid layer has a thickness less than the wavelength of the interrogating Rayleigh wave,
a dispersive leaky Rayleigh wave is seen to propagate a t the layer/fluid interface. This mode
is excited by a finite extent compression pulse incident a t a critical angle th a t lies between
the critical angle for Rayleigh wave propagation on a half space with the layer’s m aterial
param eters, in immersion, and the critical angle for propagation on the su bstrate alone, in
immersion. The authors use an exact model calculation, based on sim ultaneous equations
derived from continuity considerations. They then used a num erical m ethod to locate the
leaky Rayleigh wave pole in the plane of the complex wave vector. Once the position of this
pole is known and this is fixed for specific m edia with different values of layer depth, the
characteristics of the reflected field can be calculated (Bertoni and Tam ir, 1973). The
authors present their results in term s of Schoch’s displacem ent norm alised by the
wavelength of the ultrasound in the fluid, and in term s of the speed of the dispersive wave
in the layer. Both these param eters are plotted as the layer thickness varies from zero
(which is simple fluid loading of the substrate) to a thickness greater than the wavelength of
the shear wave in the substrate.

For the two lim iting cases, of no layer and a layer with thickness greater th an the
corresponding Rayleigh wavelength on the steel substrate, the au th o rs’ model predicts a
leaky Rayleigh wave attrib u tab le to the substrate alone and the layer alone respectively.
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Between these two lim its the variation of the Schoch displacem ent and the dispersive wave
speed are illustrated in figure 2.3 and 2.4. The layer thickness variable Q (C him enti’s non
dimensional measure of layer thickness, norm alised by wavelength) is given by

Q =

u x d—
‘substrate

EQN 2.13

where u = circular frequency
d = depth of layer

Of interest in the results shown in figure 2.3 is the m inim um a t Q = 2.2. In the region of
this m inim um the Rayleigh wave speed approaches the shear wave speed in the layer. The
auth o rs’ consider this phenomenon significant but offer no explanation.

For comparison with figure 2.4 dispersion curves for copper loading of stainless steel (not in
immersion) were generated for this study by Datta and Bouden (1990), and are shown in
figure 2.5. Since different bulk wave speeds and m aterial densities were used for each study,
exact comparison is impossible. It is clear however th a t the fundam ental m ode of vibration
in the dispersion curve is the disturbance of interest to C him enti, and as expected the two
curves have identical characteristics varying from the Rayleigh wave velocity for stainless
steel to th a t for copper alone, from Q (or K2iH )= 5 onwards. T he dispersion curves shown
in figure 2.5 are for a layer on a substrate in the absence of a loading liquid. W hereas figure
2.4 models the liquid loaded case. The difference being th a t the low frequency lim its of the
modes would change slightly to represent complex leaky modes, this in tu rn would mean a
slight increase in surface wave velocity a t these limits.

The utility of generating leaky surface waves th a t allow significant energy to propagate a t
the substrate/layer interface offers the possibility of defect detection and characterisation for
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P H A S E VELOCITY OF RAYLEIGH WAVES
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Dispersion curves for a copper loaded stainless steel

substrate (Datia and Bouden, 1990).

Material details

Cl (m /s)

Ct (m /s)

p(kg/m 3)

Stainless Steel

5980

3297

7800

Copper layer

4759

2325

8933
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cases where the defect is obscured by an intact m etal layer (Hughes and Bond, 1991).
C him enti and his co-workers sought possible applications in the aerospace industry. However
using m etal coatings to protect a steel substrate is commonly used in ocean engineering, and
therefore inspection through m etal layers is of interest to this study.

E xperim ental measurem ents using a finite width Gaussian shaped acoustic beam supported
the exact analysis given by the authors, and are illustrated in figure 2.4 (the different
symbols referring to different depths of copper layer). The differences between the theoretical
reflected field and the experim ental observations were probably due to the difficulty
encountered in accurately producing a Gaussian shaped incident field, and the effect of losses
due to absorption in the layer and substrate m aterials.

T he work and results reported by C him enti and his co-workers provided an opportunity to
validate the finite difference model developed in the present study. If, as described
previously, the width of the input pulse in the numerical model was sufficiently wide to
generate a Schoch displacement, the effect of a m etal layer on a substrate could be examined
in great detail. The inclusion of a slot or crack in the substrate of the numerical model
would also dem onstrate the feasibility of defect detection using the technique. The finite
difference model results for this inspection configuration are presented in C hapter 6.
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Section 2.6.2

Coal Tar Lavers on Steel Substrates

B anik et al (1989) investigated the changes in Lam b mode propagation in steel pipes in the
presence of coal ta r anti-corrosion coatings. This study dem onstrated th a t a low im pedance
layer affected acoustic energy propagation in a steel substrate. These coatings in practice
were a fraction of the thickness of the steel but were irregular in nature. The Lam b modes
considered were excited from the inside of the pipe (th at is the steel interior, figure 2.6a).

By considering both the layer and steel to be elastically isotropic and homogeneous and
working in two dimensions only, the authors have generated dispersion curves for several
values of layer thickness.

Sum m arising their theoretical results they conclude :
1. New modes appear with increasing coating thickness and th a t
these new modes tend towards the Rayleigh and Shear wave velocity in the
coating a t increasing frequency.
2. The phase and group velocities of modes associated w ith bare
plates decrease with increasing coating thickness.
3. The critical frequency of bare plate modes can decrease in the
presence of layers.

A lthough the authors did generate group velocity curves for four cases with increased
coating thickness, their accompanying frequency versus wavenum ber plots better illustrate
the general trends, these are shown in figure 2.6b. There is a downward trend seen for mode
1 as coating thickness increases, this mode becomes a Rayleigh wave mode in the coating.
Also the increase in num ber of modes propagating a t any particular frequency is apparent.
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The authors present prelim inary results for experim ental regular coatings on flat steel plates.
Physically as Lam b modes are excited in the steel plates, energy will leak into th e surface
layer and excite ’ex tra’ modes. This com plication in the energy propagation will change
both the am plitude and the phase of the m easured response of a plate when com pared w ith
an uncoated plate. T he authors result s illustrate these changes, they conclude th a t the
higher order Lam b wave modes are more severely altered by the presence of coatings thus
m aking it difficult to use Lam b modes for flaw detection and sizing in coated pipes where
the variation in thickness and condition of the layer is usually large.

The tendency to create higher order modes in the layer a t higher frequencies is predicted by
m any workers including Ewing et al (1957). This study of a low im pedance layer illustrates
the difficulty of exciting waves in soft irregular layers w ith any degree of confidence.

The m aterial d ata used in this study is :

Thickness

Density

Ci

ct

Steel

1 cm

7.86 gm /cc

5960 m /s

3235 m /s

Coal-Tar

0-0.3 cm

1.2 gm /cc

2500 m /s

1000 m /s
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Section 2.6.3

Interface Waves

Cleaned strip inspection presents the surface wave w ith a 270° corner the upper half of which
is a low impedance layer. This particular configuration is also used to examine the
propagation of interface waves. However since the interface wave is generally used to
evaluate either a bond or adhesive layer between two effective halfspaces, the m aterials
m aking up the join are usually the same or have sim ilar impedances

[see*

P. I 2 b ) .

W ork carried out by Nagy and A dler (1990) used novel ultrasonic techniques to evaluate
interfaces. By studying their investigation, insight into the interaction of a surface wave
w ith a layered 270° corner (when the m aterials have sim ilar properties) is gained.

T he authors first considered the bond strength of two alum inium blocks joined by inertia or
friction welding. Three conditions of delam ination were studied, the partial bond, the kissing
bond and the slip bond. P artial bonds have some mechanical strength while kissing and slip
bonds have no appreciable inherent strength

o i\A

A cA leir, 1 ^ 0 ) .

It is difficult to delineate between these three types of bond using plane wave reflection
coefficients, hence the utility of interface waves. By form ulating the reflection and
transm ission coefficients of a plane interface w ith finite boundary stiffness, guided mode
propagation can be studied. Nagy and Adler separate their solutions into cases of sym m etric
and anti-sym m etric modes, and then proceed to discount the sym m etric m ode because it is
non propagating in the frequency range they are interested in. The anti-sym m etric mode
propagates at all frequencies, and has the following characteristic equation :

2S't> y j (k2 - krp2)
D - ~ lT — ----- 5 - ^
^
kT 2

EQN 2.14
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where D = (2k2 - kT 2)2 - 4k2 7 ( k 2 - kT 2) 7 ( k 2 - kL2)
kT 4

and

/i = rigidity of the substrate
k, krp, kj^ = wavenum bers of the interface wave, and the bulk
shear and longitudinal modes in the substrate respectively.
Srp = boundary stiffness constant (transverse spring constant).

St= °
E xam ination of equation 2.14 shows th a t a t zero bonding stiffness^ (ie no consistent
interface) the interface wave degenerates into a Rayleigh wave, since the num erator of D is
the Rayleigh wave characteristic equation. Sim ilarly a t high frequencies the interface mode
approaches the Rayleigh wave velocity. A t low frequencies or for rigid boundary conditions a
shear wave exists.

f'A a a 'o c o d A d l e r evaluated the interface wave for the case of two alum inium half spaces
subjected to increasing compressive pressure. Figure 2.7c illustrates their dispersion curves,
th e interface wave velocity is seen to fall from the shear velocity tow ards the Rayleigh wave
velocity as frequency increases. Increasing pressures, representing im proving bond strengths
also increase the speed of the interface wave.

T he authors have considered two m ain experim ental configurations. The first is reminiscent
of the cleaned strip configuration (figure 2.7a). The Rayleigh wave a t the left side of the
figure is strongly coupled to an interface wave under m aterial A. W hen the two m aterials
are different and have sim ilar impedances (especially a critical shear wave velocity ratio)
tru e Stoneley waves propagate. W hen the two sets of m aterial param eters are ju st outside
this range a leaky or pseudo Stoneley wave travels a t the interface. T he leaky modes travel
slightly faster than the true modes hence they radiate energy into the surrounding m edia.
Direct coupling of plane wave transducers to the interface is the second experim ental
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between

configuration (figure 2.7b). The transducers then produce bulk waves aw ay from the
interface region and interface waves a t the discontinuity. Longitudinal transducers excite
sym m etric modes and shear transducers anti sym m etric modes (vertically or horizontally
polarised). By varying the compressive pressure the interface wave velocity is altered as can
be seen in figure 2.7d. As the two waves interfere in the tim e dom ain, frequency analysis
m ust be used. A periodicity in the frequency dom ain (a result of the two waves interfering),
can be used to infer the velocity of the interface wave. The condition of the bond not only
affects the velocity of the wave it also alters the am plitude by scattering aw ay the wave
energy localised a t the interface. Generation and reception of these waves is obviously
difficult in practical situations, otherwise interface waves could be used to characterise solid
state bonds.

Nagy and A dler’s work shows th a t as the layer impedance increases tow ards the substrate
impedance the interface wave velocity approaches the velocity of the shear wave in the faster
m edium (in this case the substrate). Unfortunately this study did not report the energy
partition a t the 270° step, as the pressure increased. T he reflection coefficient a t this point
m ust lie between zero and the reflection coefficient for a 270° homogeneous step, which is
m aterial dependent.

Although not directly relevant to the low impedance layer studied in this report, the
sim ilarity in inspection configuration (the 270° corner caused by the cleaned strip) makes
this work interesting. It represents one extrem e of the layer problem , with the layer having a
sim ilar im pedance to the substrate. At this lim it with a good bond the Rayleigh wave is
mode converted to a shear wave, thus the interface wave generated in this study beneath the
low impedance layer can never travel faster th an the substrate shear wave.
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Section 2.6.4

The Effect o f Attenuation in the Laver

T he effect of the thickness of a layer has been illustrated in the preceding sections. If
propagating ultrasonic energy couples two parallel surfaces, Lam b wave modes result. As the
two surfaces move apart the Lamb modes degenerate into two Rayleigh type disturbances
on each surface. Generally the two surfaces m ust be four Rayleigh wavelengths ap a rt for
decoupling to occur. Successful defect location beneath a cathodic scale relies on the surface
wave rem aining non dispersive. Should the surface wave excite the upper surface of the layer
and produce a dispersive propagatory mode, any energy returning to the interrogating
transducer will do so a t an indeterm inent velocity and am plitude. Unlike the previously
described uniform layers, prior knowledge of the exact properties and thickness of the
cathodic scale will be unavailable a t the tim e of inspection. Experience shows th a t the
thickness of the scale is usually a t least four times the Rayleigh wavelength. Several aspects
of the inspection support this hypothesis, the first is th a t a thicker layer of deposit is more
expensive to clean and therefore more likely to be left on th e tubular. T he second is the
choice of transducer frequency which m ust stay reasonably high to give the required
sensitivity

MHz to 5 MHz). A third consideration th a t prevents two parallel interfaces

coupling together is attenuation in the layer itself. If energy a t one interface is scattered and
absorbed to such an extent th a t it has no appreciable effect on the second interface, no
coupling will occur. Physical experiments have shown the extrem e inhom ogenuity of real
calcareous deposit, with the attenuation conservatively estim ated a t 6 dB/A (A is the
wavelength of a compression wave propagating in the m aterial) for the deposit substitute,
2:1 ratio epoxy/shell-grit. As previously m entioned the real scale has extrem ely irregular
surfaces, and is impossible to characterise in this way. A t 6dB/A only a quarter of incident
plane wave energy a t the first surface would reach a second surface only two wavelengths
d istant. Add to this the changing thickness and the two phase nature of real scale and the
inability to excite dispersive wave modes in experim ent is not unexpected. A challenge
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therefore exists to sim ulate the condition of real scale and d am p energy in the layer used in
the finite difference model. T he dam ping of a solid layer is considered in section 5.3.

If the Rayleigh wave running under the layer rem ains non dispersive a slight change in speed
and atten u ation through leakage would be expected. This is the effect of increasing the
density of the loading m edium ( Viktorov,1967), or in this case adding a w ater saturated
layer. Viktorov calculated values of velocity change and increased atten u atio n due to fluid
density increase. T he density of calcareous deposit puts it beyond the scope of his curves
(figure 2.8). The trend of V iktorov’s curves indicate th a t an increase in the surface wave
velocity of approxim ately 1% over the speed of the wave on a traction free surface, m ight be
expected if the steel substrate were loaded with calcareous deposit. It is difficult to
accurately predict velocity increases of about 1% in experim ental and finite difference model
work since the inherent m easurem ent errors are of the sam e order. However a trend of
increasing velocity and atten u atio n should be apparent w ith increasing density.
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Section 2.6.5

Summary

T his section considered inspection configurations th a t were sim ilar to cathodic scale on a
steel substrate. By exam ining sim ilar studies it is possible to classify the specific inspection
scenario. Acoustically softer and harder layers were considered and indicated th a t dispersive
plate modes could be excited in regular layers. A study of waves propagating a t an interface
between two sim ilar halfspaces, pressed together, and excited by a Rayleigh surface wave at
a 270° wedge, indicated th a t the fastest the interface wave could travel was the shear wave
velocity of the surrounding m edia. Finally the scattering and attenuation of acoustic energy
by cathodic scale indicated th a t a Rayleigh wave would rem ain non-dispersive beneath such
a layer. Slight changes in the wave speed and leaky atten u atio n were however inevitable in
the presence of a loading layer and these were assessed by com parison with the effect of the
loading of an interface by a dense fluid.
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Section 2.7

Sizing Surface Breaking Cracks with Rayleigh Waves

T he energy of a Rayleigh surface wave is confined to w ithin two wavelengths of the surface
on which it is propagating, this makes the surface wave particularly sensitive to surface
defects. If the surface wave remains non-dispersive as it propagates and its velocity a t the
p articular interface is known, simple tim e of flight m easurem ents m ay be used to detect
surface defects. In im m ersion the Rayleigh \$ave is leaky and hence has a lim ited range, b u t
m ay still be used for defect characterisation.

Sizing surface defects using Rayleigh waves has long been possible in the controlled
environm ent of the laboratory (Fitting et al, 1982). Several m ethods of sizing cracks, or
surface breaking defects, have been proposed. Appendix A describes m ethods of d a ta
analysis. They fall into tw o categories, the first is essentially a tim e dom ain analysis the
second a frequency dom ain analysis. An im portant consideration when discussing scattering
from defects is the ratio of wavelength of the incident surface wave to the depth of the crack
(this is usually described in term s of Krd, see Appendix A). W hen they have sim ilar
dimensions (Krd « 6), the solution to the simple two dim ensional scattering problem is
analytically intractable. In the high frequency regime (K rd > 6) analytical solutions are
available b ut complex ( Mendelsohn et al, 1980). Experim ental considerations often, drive
the inspector to use the largest wavelength practicable (especially in leaky wave work where
range is critical), so num erical models are used to study scattering in the mid frequency
regime.
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A lthough there is some disagreem ent as to the exact scattering m echanism represented by a
simple surface crack (one th a t is norm al to the surface, has regular inside faces, and is
always open), or slot, all workers agree th a t it is the reflection, transm ission and diffraction
a t each of the features of the defect th a t contribute to the back scattered and forward

t e

P. “701

scattered fields^the inform ation required for sizing. For clarity figure 2.9Apresents a sim ple
defect, in tw o dim ensions, w ith the scattering centres m arked as leading edge, crack tip and
trailing edge.
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Section 2.7.1

Tim e Domain Analysis

C haracterisation of a defect by Rayleigh wave reflection coefficient requires th a t the crack is
perpendicular to the surface and the incident surface wave strikes the leading edge norm al to
the plane of the crack. T he reflection coefficients of a series of m achined cracks, in the
m aterial of interest are plotted against the actual crack depth, for a range :

2 < Krd < 12

Beyond these lim its there is little variation in reflection coefficient.

Reflection coefficients from unknown surface breaking defects can then related to crack
depths. Fahr et al (1984) performed an experim ental verification of this m ethod using a
focused 50 Mhz transducer to generate leaky Rayleigh waves on samples of silicon nitride.
The defects they sought to characterise were in the region of 100pm deep. A priori
knowledge, in the form of the calibration plot, is obviously essential for this m ethod of
inspection, as is the correct orientation of crack and incident surface wave.

A nother m ethod of tim e dom ain analysis is presented by Dewhurst et al (1986). N orm al
experim ental work uses broadband ultrasonic transducers to generate Rayleigh waves or
leaky Rayleigh waves for inspection purposes. Even when the transducer is focused the
surface wave is represented by m ultiple oscillations. Inspection frequencies are chosen to be
m ost sensitive to the defects of interest, ie in the m id frequency regime where A = d. Hence
it is usually impossible to resolve Rayleigh waves backscattered by the leading edge from
other waves scattered by the crack tip. If lasers are used to generate short duration Rayleigh
waves on stress free surfaces, highly resolved pulses (typically one cycle) can be used to
inspect defects. This in tu rn allows the isolation in the back scattered Rayleigh field, of the
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contribution of the crack tip. As the inspection frequency moves from m id to high frequency
regime, the separation of the tw o fields is m ore pronounced but greater atten u atio n of the
crack tip response occurs. T he use of lasers to generate ultrasonic surface waves for
inspection is increasing (Doyle and Scala, 1990).

W ith the isolation of the scattering effect of the crack tip, discussion arose as to the exact
m echanism by which the crack tip contributed a Rayleigh wave to the backscattered field.
Extensive experim ental results using lasers and m achined slots, verified by finite difference
models (Saffari et al, 1987) seemed to indicate th a t th e incident surface wave was
tran sm itted past the leading edge of the slot (and reflected), down into the defect. It also
passed the near side 270° corner (w ith some reflection and diffraction) before striking the far
side 270° corner and reflecting back tow ards the near side corner. On striking this again, the
surface wave mode converts to a shear wave w ith the corner acting as its source. The
resulting curved front eventually im pinges on the free surface and apparently generates a
Rayleigh wave, which is detected in the backscattered field. Using tim e of flight analysis it
was possible to predict the slot depth to w ithin 1% of actual in a range of :

0.1A < d < 2A

However since the tim e of arrival in the backscattered field of the crack tip response is a
function both of crack w idth and crack depth, in this hypothesis, one of these param eters
would need to be estim ated in order to characterise an unknown defect.
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A m ore traditional theory holds th a t the surface wave is sim ply reflected along the crack
face and back past the leading edge (F itting et al, 1982). The im practicality of using laser
generated Rayleigh waves in real inspection situations, and the general sensitivity of tim e
dom ain m ethods to crack orientation and condition (partial closure of the crack would
certainly invalidate the results), suggest th a t frequency analysis m ay provide a m ore robust
m ethod of defect characterisation.
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Section 2.7.2

Frequency Domain Analysis

Achenbach et al (1980) analysed the scattering of a Rayleigh wave by a surface breaking
crack, in the high frequency regime.~lhe6Bpplied elastodynam ic ray theory (valid in this
frequency regime) to the progress of the surface wave as it encountered the various
scattering centres associated w ith the defect (leading edge, crack tip, trailing edge). By
accounting for the reflection and transm ission of the surface wave a t each of these points
(whilst ignoring any bulk waves created by diffraction) and superim posing the various
contributions to the forward and backscattered Rayleigh fields he arrived a t an approxim ate
solution for these fields.

Having solved the direct problem it was apparent th a t a m odulation in the frequency
spectrum of the forw ard and backscattered Rayleigh fields was caused by a resonance
phenom enon excited by the faces of the crack. Valid only in the high frequency regime, this
m odulation was related to the depth of the defect by :

d =

(for Krd > 6)

EQN 2.15

where A K r is the period of the m odulation in the frequency spectrum , also known as the
interference fringe. An exam ple of m odulation of the frequency dom ain derived from
experim ental results is presented in figure 2.10. This d a ta was generated by Fahr et al
(1984) using a 50 MHz focused probe (Ar = 112 pm ) and a series of m achined slots. The
curves show the strongest reflection occurs when the centre frequency of the incident wave
has a wavelength sim ilar to the depth of the defect.

Doyle and Scala (1990) verified this sizing m ethod experim entally using laser generated
Rayleigh waves on alum inium alloy samples, with artificial slots and fatigue cracks. They
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also extended the original scope of the study, again using elastodynam ic ray theory, to
consider inspection of cracks in 90° corners a t arb itrary angles to the free surface. Using the
m odulations of the backscattered Rayleigh wave spectrum (which was m ore sensitive to
resonance th an the forw ard scattered field), they were able to size both slots and cracks to
w ithin ± 2% of actual defect depth. However exam ining the interference fringes in the m id
frequency range (Ar ~ d) led to erroneous depth predictions, as expected. C rack closure also
invalidated results, although this was as m uch of a problem for tim e dom ain analysis.

As a defect characterisation tool, frequency analysis of the backscattered Rayleigh field
proved to be a m ore robust m ethod th an tim e dom ain analysis, in addition to which it could
be applied to different crack orientations and locations.

Practically, however, it is still far from straight forward to use frequency analysis to size
defects. Before analysing a captured backscattered Rayleigh wave spectrum , it m ust be
deconvolved w ith the incident field (thus reducing the system dependence of the results).
W hen using leaky Rayleigh waves, the tendency for the higher frequencies in a wave pulse to
be atten u ated by the leaky field, will also affect the spectra. C are has to be taken to ensure
th a t the returning surface wave field is not interspersed with disturbances due to bulk wave
reflections from m aterial boundaries near the defect. All these considerations m ake surface
defect sizing difficult to carry out in a field inspection, though not impossible.

Numerical studies have often been used to validate analytical and experim ental scattering
studies. Especially useful in the m id frequency scattering range, num erical models have
provided q u antitative inform ation, subject to inherent accuracy lim itations, but free from
the uncertainty attached to m any practical defect characterisation m ethods (B ond et al,
1988).
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Chapter 3
Layers of Marine Deposit and Marine Growth

Section 3.1

Introduction to Marine Growths and Marine Deposits

T his chapter considers the effect m arine deposits and growths have on offshore structures,
especially the im plications for the cleaning and inspection of structures. For the duration of
the study, layers formed by organic substances will be known as growths, these can be
fu rth er subdivided into hard growths (tending to be m arine anim als, molluscs and
tubew orm s) and soft growths (m arine plants, seaweeds and sponges). Layers formed by
inorganic substances and resulting from some form of cathodic protection will be known as
deposits, the m ost relevant being calcareous deposit or cathodic scale.

T he m echanism s by which cathodic scales are formed are exam ined by studying the various
m ethods of corrosion protection. A review of available literature on the subject of calcareous
deposits leads into a presentation of

attem p ts to collect an d synthesise,

cathodic scales and hard growths for experim ent.

Inspection of offshore structures underw ater is hazardous and expensive. H ost current
inspection techniques require th a t the target inspection area be clear of growth and deposits.
T his m eans th a t tim e consum ing and therefore expensive cleaning m ust be perform ed before
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an inspection can commence. In the N orth Sea it is th e cathodic scales which are the m ost
difficult to remove. In tropical waters the w arm seas an d abundance of m arine life encourage
the hard growths, so these become the m ajor nuisance.

Calcareous deposits were first observed in 1824 by S ir H umphrey Davy (1824), when he used
an early form of cathodic circuit to protect the steel nails in the copper bottom s of naval
vessels. These hard layers are formed on the surface of the cathodic m etal as a result of a
local pH shift in the seaw ater closest to the m etal. T he hydroxide ions produced react w ith
bicarbonate, calcium and m agnesium ions, already present in the seaw ater, to produce solid
deposits. In 1940 it was suggested for the first tim e th a t these deposits should be
deliberately formed as they represent a prim ary form of corrosion control.

T he thickness of the deposit found on offshore structures is of interest to this study. There
seems to be very little d a ta on the thickness of calcareous deposits. No q u an titativ e studies
have been performed th a t have specifically looked a t the thickness of scales except where,
when combined with h ard and soft growths, their weight on a supporting stanchion is
thought to affect the stiffness of th a t stanchion. The thickness of a cathodic scale depends on
m any phenom ena the m ost im portant of which are the protection circuit current level, the
chemical com position of the surrounding seaw ater and the length of tim e the protection
circuit has been active.

Inform ation from divers who have to clear away the layer, and the exam ination of dried
sam ples of deposit indicate the hard layer can vary from 2m m to in excess of 20m m, in the
N orth Sea. In tropical waters the layers can easily exceed 20m m but are com bined w ith hard
and soft growths Crow (1980).
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It is desirable to detect surface breaking defects as sm all as 1mm deep on stru ctu ral
m em bers. It is apparent th a t a layer of calcareous deposit m ay have a thickness in excess of
th e inspection wavelength (ie a thick layer scenario figure 1.3) or it m ay have a thickness
less th a n th a t of the inspection wavelength (thin layer figure 1.3). As ultrasonic surface wave
ehe
inspection requires a critical wavelength to defect depth ratio, thickness of a layer is often
A

described in term s of wavelength. T able 1.2 describes leaky Rayleigh wave inspection
frequencies in term s of wavelength, range of propagation and m inim um depth of defect
detectable (sensitivity). By treating the layer thickness in term s of w avelengths the
inspection problem becomes general, and any knowledge gained in one specific scenario m ay
be applied to other analogous situations.
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Section 3.2

Marine Growths

T rad itio n al interest in the fouling of offshore complexes has concentrated on the effect of the
added m ass and increase in w ater drag on the platform supports. T his can drastically effect
the dynam ics of the structure as the m ass is gained w ithout a corresponding increase in the
stiffness of the supports.T liis tends to reduce the n atu ra l frequency of the jacket and can
lead to catastrophic dynam ic effects (C tria R eport UR8, 1977). In areas where wave action
and currents are less severe, a more urgent problem is the the weight of the grow th which
can cause subsidence of the platform foundations.

Figure 3.1 illustrates diagram m atically the distribution of different types of m arine fouling
and how they vary w ith depth. Note the proliferation of grow th in the oxygenated, sunlit
surface waters. Calcareous deposits are not included in this diagram . C row ’s (1980) work on
the fouling of the M aui_A platform off New Zealand details all the types of fouling on the
platform , discussing their proliferation and life spans. Fouling organism s can be divided into
two categories hard growth and soft growth. T he soft consists m ainly of hydra, sponge, weed
and related organism s. Hard grow th is considered to be m ade up of colonies of barnacles,
bivalves (muscles and oysters) and tubeworms.

W ater current, w ater tem perature and w ater depth all affect the types of grow th and their
proliferation. It is difficult to generalise m arine grow th p attern s world-wide as each oil/gas
field has it v own peculiar circum stances ( England and Heidersbach, 1981). Each organism
grows outw ards to reach the food bearing waters which move faster (hence carry more food)
at a distance from the slow m oving boundary layers close to the parent structure.

Cleaning platform s before underw ater inspection can begin is expensive. D etails of the costeffectiveness of the com m on underw ater fatigue crack inspection techniques, and their
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probability of detecting a fatigue crack are given in B ennett and Chadwick (1988). All these
techniques require the surface to be clear or cleaned before inspection. T he diver a n d /o r
R .O .V . (Rem otely O perated Vehicle, a sm all, unm anned, subm arine which can perform
sim ple m anipulative tasks) costs are the m ajor contribution to the to ta l inspection budget.
Keeping a diver in the w ater under an air diving spread (ie the diver only works in relatively
shallow depths, usually less th a n 100 feet) costs between $7000 - $10,000 (US) a day in th e
N orth Sea. He can only work between five and twelve hours in a tw enty-four hour period, in
good weather. These rates increase to $20,000 - $50,000 (US) day if the m an dives in
satu ratio n , this allows the diver to dive deeper b u t requires decompression facilities close by
in case of an accident. T he cost of saturation diving includes the hire of a Diving S upport
Vessel equipped w ith decompression facilities.

Cleaning a structure is the m ost tim e consuming of a diver’s tasks, so m any R .O .V .s have
been equipped for cleaning operations. R.O.V. cleaning involves a m uch higher initial cost if
the equipm ent is bought, b u t m uch reduced running and hire costs over a diver only
operation. They do not as yet perform as thorough an overall jo b as a diver b u t can clean
faster and ju st as effectively on the long lengths of obstacle free tu b u lar, an exam ple of a
cleaning system is the Dawson Scim itar used on A ustralia’s N orth R an k in _ A platform , or
Oceaneering’s DynaClamp system (figure 3.2).

Soft fouling is easily cleaned away by wire brush or scraper, b u t the hard fouling is
som etim es alm ost impossible to remove and certainly m ore tim e consum ing and therefore
costly. G rit injection hardblasters (a grit entrained w ater je t device) or high pressure w ater
je ttin g (which m ay include cavitation devices) remove the hard fouling b u t again a t the cost
of an increase in tim e necessary, and an increase in the com plexity of the cleaning device.
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Figure 3.1

T he distribution of different types of m arine fouling in

British W aters (Bayliss et al, 1988).

Figure 3.2

T h e Occancering D ynaclam p platform cleaning system
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Figure 3.3 shows th e effect of hardblasting and wire brushing/scraping on two segm ents of
the sam e conductor guide bucket on the M au i_ A platform (New Zealand). Figure 3.3b has
been h ardblasted to produce the bare m etal finish shown. T his particular operation took five
single m an dives a t 105 feet below sea level, to clean the section shown.

Figure 3.3a shows th e guide when it has been scraped and wire brushed as effectively as
possible, exposing some of the welds b u t leaving m uch hard grow th and deposit. The
a ttra ctio n of being able to inspect through hard fouling is obvious.
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a, A conductor guide bucket cleaned by a diver w ith a wire brush.

b, A conductor guide bucket cleaned by a diver with a grit-cntrained
w ater je t system .

Figure 3.3

A com parison of offshore stru ctu re cleaning techniques.
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Section 3.3

Cathodic Protection Systems and the Corrosion Cell

T he corrosion of steel structures in th e ocean environm ent has serious consequences. If th e
stru ctu re is left unprotected whole steel m em bers can be eaten aw ay, severely com prom ising
th e stru ctu ra l integrity. T he effect of wind, waves, w ater currents and m arine grow th only
exacerbate th e problem . O perators therefore spend a great deal of m oney and effort
protecting offshore installations and large sem i-subm ersibles from electro-chem ical corrosion.

M etals refined from their ores exist a t a higher energy level th an their p aren t ores. A m etal
will therefore tend to reduce its energy, if given th e opportunity by form ing other chemical
com pounds of lower energy states. T his process is called corrosion, and th e chemical
com pounds form ed by m etals in this process are m etal oxides.

A steel stru ctu re in seaw ater provides a very good exam ple of electro-chem ical corrosion.
M etal atom s in contact w ith th e electrolyte (seaw ater) change th eir s ta te from m etallic to
ionic by losing an electron (in the case of iron, two electrons).

Fe —►Fe’*"'*' -f 2e~
^C>2 +

T he anodic reaction for steel.
* 20H ”

T he cathodic reaction.

EQN 3.0
EQN 3.1

T h e m etal ion passes into solution and th e free electron passes through th e stru ctu re to an
a rea of the steel which is cathodic (ie. having a lower electro potential) to th e anodic
ionisation process. A t the cathode the free electron com bines w ith oxygen (in the steel w ater
case) allowing the positive m etal ions and negative oxygen ions to form a m etal oxide.
Electro-chem ical corrosion of a steel stru ctu re therefore leads to th e deterioration of the
anodic areas of the structure an d the oxidation of th e cathodic areas. W hen only one m etal
is present in the corrosion cell, differences in the phases in the grains of the m etal, dissim ilar
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ion concentrations or oxygen concentrations are enough to m ake some areas cathodic to
others.

T here are two m ain m ethods of protecting large offshore steel structures from corrosion,
they represent different approaches to the problem b u t are often used in tandem .

T he first is to prevent the electrolyte (the seawater) from reaching the steel, and ionising its
surface, by using som e form of layer im pervious to the sea w ater and attach ed to th e steel.
V arious types of layer are used ranging from paints and epoxy rubber to flam e sprayed
alum inium . A pplication of the layer is usually carried out in the dry while construction is in
progress, b u t can be carried out in some cases underw ater. T his is im p o rtan t as the covering
m ust be constantly m onitored for possible dam age which could lead to severe localised
corrosion. If corrosion is found the layer m ust be repaired.

T he second m ethod uses the theory of the corrosion cell to protect the structure. If dissim ilar
m etals are connected in an electrolyte, a potential exists between them and a current flows.
T he direction of the current flow and hence which of the m etals becomes the anode and
which the cathode depends on the relative position of the two m etals in the G alvanic series.
T he G alvanic series records the potential of each m etal in a standard electrolyte, and lists
th em in order of decreasing electro potential. Any m etal in the list is anodic to any m etal
below it, and cathodic to those above it (figure 3.4).

By choosing a suitable m etal from the G alvanic series and connecting it to steel in seaw ater
the current flow in th e corrosion cell can be reversed. This protects the cathodic steel and
leads to a build up of a calcareous layer, as the layer builds it restricts the protective current
flow, conserving either the sacrificial anode, or power used by the im pressed current, and
isolates the steel surface from the seawater. If the layer is dam aged the rem aining current
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repairs it. This is commonly known as cathodic protection, and is applied in two main
configurations.

L. Sacrificial Anode Protection Figure 3.5a
Large ingots of a m etal anodic to steel ( Zinc and Alum inium are commonly used ) are
welded to the steel structure. The corrosion process is encouraged a t the expense of the
anode, the steel is therefore protected. This method requires m any such anodes placed close
to the corrosion sensitive areas of the structure. For instance the nodal intersections of
support stanchions are usually protected by individual anodes to prevent the corrosion of
critical welds. These anodes and their supporting structure are then a m ajor nuisance when
access to the intersection is required for weld inspection. They give protection to the steel at
the cost of their own deterioration, therefore sacrificial anodes m ust be periodically inspected
and replaced.

2. Inpressed C urrent Protection Figure 3.5b
An electrical power supply is used to impress a current flow from the anode to the steel
(cathode). Inert metals are used for the anode as they are little affected by the current flow,
platinum and titanium are commonly used, and only very rarely need replacing. Using this
method a single inert m etal anode can protect the whole of the structure or a small number
of less powerful systems can be placed in satellite around the jacket. The problem associated
with impressed current protection is not so much the deterioration of the inert anode as the
deterioration of the connections from the power supply driving the circuit, to the anode. The
safety aspects of using a large electrical power supply underwater, in a region where divers
are active m ust be considered. If the anodes are located within the structure then the circuit
would normally be turned off when divers are working.
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M agnesium
M agnesium alloys
Zinc
G alvanized iron
Aluminium 52Sh
Aluminium 4S
Aluminium 3S
Aluminium 2S
Aluminium 53S-T
Alcad
Cadmium
Aluminium A17S-T
Aluminium 17S-T
Aluminium 24S-T
Mild steel
W rought iron
Cast iron
Ni-resist
13% chrom ium stainless steel (active)
50-50 lead tin solder
18-8 stainless steel (active)
18-8, 3% M o stainless steel (active)
Lead

Figure 3.4

Tin
M u n tz metal
M anganese bronze
Naval brass
Nickel (active)
78% Ni, 13.5% Cr, 6% Fe (active)
Yellow brass
A dm iralty brass
Aluminium bronze
Red brass
C opper
Silicon bronze
5% Zn, Ni, Bal, Cu
70% Cu, 30% Ni (M onel)
88% Cu, 2% Zn, 10% Sn
88% Cu, 3% Zn, 6.5% Sn, 1.5% Pb
Nickel (passive)
78% Ni, 13.5% Cr, 6% Fe (passive)
70% Ni, 30% Cu (M onel)
18-8 stainless steel (passive)
18-8 3% M o stainless steel (passive)
Silver
Gold

T he Galvanic Series showing the relative positions of

common m etals in seawater. T he second column follows the first.

e"

Electrolyte
( seaw ater)

Sacrificial
anode

Protected structure
(c a th o d e )

Lines of positive current

a, Sacrificial anode corrosion protection.

P ow er supply
Applied
cu rren t

A u x ilia ry
node

P ro tected structure
(c a th o d e )

b, Impressed current corrosion protection.
Figure 3.5

Corrosion P rotection Systems
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Section 3.4

A Review of Calcareous Deposits

Calcareous deposits are mixtures of calcium and magnesium salts, Pathmanaban and Phull
(1982) suggest th at realistic layers are composites of m any more elements which are
dependent on the specific environment. For instance m any cathodic scales taken from
offshore structures have contained iron sulphides. These compounds are produced by
sulphate reducing bacteria, and encourage corrosion pitting on steel surfaces (K ing et al,
1977), if allowed to form a layer next to the surface. Concern th a t calcareous layers could
therefore encourage corrosion led Chevron to commission a survey of the cathodic scales on
their Ninian platforms ( Chevron Petroleum (U K ) Ltd, 1986). However they concluded th a t
the presence of sulphides was due to drilling operations near by, the compounds were
therefore in the scale but away from the surface of the steel, and even more im portantly the
sulphides were encapsulated in a brucite m atrix (magnesium hydroxide) and so were
isolated.

The effect of depth on the formation of cathodic scales u n s examined by England and
Heidersbach (1981). They conclude th a t calcareous deposits a t about 600 m etres below sea
level m ainly consisted of magnesium salts, and hence are softer in composition (easier to
clean) than shallower deposits. However the m ajority of offshore structures do not operate a t
such extreme depths.

One of the most im portant aspects of the studies of deposits is the suspicion th at
experimental

production

of calcareous deposits

under laboratory

conditions

creates

unrealistic layers (Pathmanaban and Phull, 1982). This conclusion is supported by what is to
date the most complete experimental study of the formation of cathodic scales. This work
was carried out at the Harwell Seawater Laboratory at Bincleaves in Portland Harbour
(Carney et al, 1989). Its aim was to provide guidance for the assessment of the validity of
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corrosion d ata produced by cathodic protection experiments, in a variety of environments.
Three sets of steel plates were exposed for 160 days to three different ’seawater’
environments. These were 1, fresh ’once through’ seawater, 2, circulating fresh seawater and
3, circulating artificial seawater (made to ASTM specification D1141-75), all m aintained at
7°C . In the ’once through’ seawater test cell, plates were protected by impressed current and
sacrificial anode systems. In the other two test cells only impressed current protection was
used due to the likely contam ination effect of sacrificial anodes. In the two circulating cells
the seawater was changed every two weeks. The condition of the plates was continuously
monitored, with local pH and current density measurements regularly taken throughout the
period of exposure. At the completion of the experiment the scales produced were examined
optically, using X ray diffraction techniques and SEM /EDAX analysis. This work produced
extensive results. The two m ajor compounds present in the cathodic scales were aragonite (a
form of calcium carbonate) and brucite (magnesium Hydroxide ).

In the present study efforts were m ade to produce calcareous deposit in the laboratory, the
Harwell report explains m any of the problems encountered
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Section 3.5

Producing Hard Deposit Lavers for Experiment

In order to synthesise calcareous deposit, (Hughes and Bond, 1989) and to provide samples
of hard marine growth for acoustic experiments, various steel blocks were placed in
submersion in the laboratory and offshore. The individual block location, details and
purpose is listed in table 3.1, the blocks themselves are shown in figure 3.6.

W hen inspected by divers after 4 m onths exposure, the unprotected blocks soon showed
signs of severe corrosion,Aonly a light covering of soft growth was reported (M artin et al,
1989). The sacrificial anode block (block 8) fared better in th at no outw ard signs of
corrosion were observed. However all the steel blocks placed offshore had moved from their
initial locations (presumably the effect of tide) and some were half buried in the silty mud
of the sea bottom . The difficulty of controlling the environment in which these blocks were
placed was obvious. It was hoped th at tests in laboratory conditions would overcome these
difficulties.

Two steel test blocks (7 and 9 in table 3.1) were m anufactured for use in the laboratory.
One was attached to a sacrificial zinc anode large enough to provide protection for it, and
immersed in a dustbin of artificial seawater (ASTM part 31 D1141), circulating a t realistic
tem perature of 8 °C. The second block was attached to an impressed current corrosion
protection system, again immersed in artificial seawater whose tem perature was am bient. In
the laboratory the tem perature of the seawater was considered to be 18 °C, with a slight
therm al cycling effect of about 4 °C change.
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Type

No. Block

Date

Location

Environment

Comments

Size
F lat 1,2

400*300*25m m

7 /8 8

Bonis Sands

Sea 30 ’ D epth

S lotted 3,4

400*300*25m m

7 /8 8

B ovis Sands

Sea 3 0 ’ Depth

10 m m dp 2m m w d slot

Stepped 5,6

400*300*25m m

7 /8 8

Bonis Sands

Sea 3 0 ’ D epth

10 m m step

1 1 /8 8

UCL Lab

Synthetic seaw ater S acrificial A node

SH +Anode

7 300*200*25m m

£ C circulating at

10m m dp 1m m w d slo t

constant Ph.
SH +Anode S 300*200*25m m

1 2 /8 8

Bonis Sands

Sea 3 0 ’ D epth

Sacrificial A node
10m m dp 1m m w d slot

Slotted 9

300*100*S0mm

1 2 /8 8

UCL Lab

Im pressed current

10m m dp 2m m w d slot

on Hock synthetic
sen w ater, l i f C,
circulating at constant
Ph. Used in T est 1
and T est 2 described
below.

Table 3.1 Experimental attempts to produce calcareous deposit
Note : All the blocks placed offshore had their reverse surface (the surface without the slot
or step) coated with a protective layer of tar based paint, the paint extended half way up
a f\d

their thickness. This was to encourage marine fouling on one side only, to improve block
A
recovery at a later date.
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Several factors affect the rate of deposition, the pH of the boundary layer a t the cathode, the
tem perature of the electrolyte and the current density at the cathode surface. By
m anipulating these variables a layer could be formed faster than would naturally occur.
Since layers of thicknesses varying up to 5 m m were required, and these would naturally
take years to form offshore, the seawater in the impressed current test cell was not cooled
and higher than normal protection potentials were used. This attem pt at tim e saving would
be a t the cost of producing what could turn out to be an unrepresentative layer. These
decisions were m ade before the information contained in the Harwell report was known. The
two layers generated in the impressed current test cell (on consecutive test blocks) were
considered to be unrepresentative of general cathodic scales. T h e ir production is detailed
next.

Lavers on Block 7

Table 3.2

Figure 3.7

The build up of a visible layer was very slow, due prim arily to the coolness of the water and
the low current density on the block surface associated with the sacrificial anode
arrangement. The pH of the water decreased with time, presumably as the layer used up the
salts in the water. After almost two years the experiment was stopped and the block and
anode removed for examination. A brittle white deposit of about 1mm thickness had formed
over the entire surface area of the block and anode. Although the steel had been very
effectively protected the layer was not representative of offshore calcareous deposits.

Lavers on Block 9

Table 3.2

Initially a stainless steel ”inert anode” was used, but under the action of a high protection
a
Uolfo<2£ ( -1300 mV ), this deteriorated. The water became polluted with iron andAlarge
am ount

of chlorine gas was given off. A 2mm layer was formed in two months. This

layered block was used in experim ents.The deposit was soft and relatively easy to remove,
and it consisted mainly of magnesium hydroxide.
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Block 7 Slotted Steel Block + Sacrificial Zinc Anode
Located in circulating cooled artificial seawater.
pH 8.18 Nov 1988
pH 8.14 Dec 1988
pH 7.84 June 1989
pH 7.87 Aug 1990

Block 9 Slotted Steel Block in an Impressed Current Circuit

Test 1
pH 8.2 Dec 1988
pH 7.84 Jan 1989
Test 2
pH 8.10 Feb 1989
pH 8.00 June 1989
pH 7.88 Oct 1989

Table 3.2 Recorded pH of seawater used in tests on Blocks 7 and 9
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Figure 3.6

Examples of block types 1, 3 and 5 in the laboratory

prior to placement offshore.

Figure 3.7

Block 7 after removal from its water tank.
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This block was cleaned and used in Test 2. In test 2 a platinum inert anode was polarised
by a protection potential of -900 mV. Over seven months, with the seawater replenished
regularly, and also circulated by a small propeller, a hard scale developed. Again a large
am ount of free chlorine was generated and a pH drop in the water was evident. This harder
layer was also used in experiments, although it appeared brittle and blistered ( probably due
to the generation of chlorine a t the surface of the steel ). This layer was more difficult to
remove than the former but was easily cleaned away with a wire brush.

A thorough chemical analysis of these layers was not possible given the resources of the
project. However parallells between this studies attem pts to produce cathodic scales and d h e
Harwell

(Carney et al, 1989) work are obvious. The production of chlorine was most

apparent as was the reduction in the pH of the artificial seawater due to its depletion of
salts. Microscopic examination of the layer formed in Test 2 revealed a crystalline structure
similar to th at of aragonite. A layer made up mainly of calcium carbonate ( aragonite )
should be the hardest to remove.

The work carried out a t Harwell explained m any of the factors observed in these
experiments, this studies

efforts to produce deposits supported their conclusions ie. only

fresh ”once through” seawater should be used in cathodic scale producing test cells as
circulating fresh or artificial seawater becomes contam inated by anode bi-products and salt
depletion by the scale growth. The more complete Harwell study also concluded th at
corrosion d ata produced in one type of seawater at one tem perature and flow velocity is not
valid in another type of seawater environment.
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Section 3.6

A Calcareous Deposit Substitute

The growth of real calcareous layers proved tim e consuming and difficult. Conversations
with North Sea contractors had indicated th a t a calcareous deposit substitute had been used
during some tubular node cleaning trials (Ocean System s Engineering, 1987). T he m aterial
specified was a 50:50 m ixture of an epoxy car body filler and shell grit (finely crushed
shells), which was stuck to the nodal areas of steel tubulars (figure 3.8a). The layers were
between 16mm and 25mm thick. The epoxy/shell-grit m ixture was considered to be more
difficult to remove than real calcareous deposit, though this was not quantified. The
convenience of using such a m ixture was obvious. However it was necessary to prove th a t
the substitute m ixture had similar ultrasonic properties to real cathodic scales.

A dried sample of real calcareous deposit was obtained from Chevron Petroleum (UK) Ltd.
The sample

had been collected from one of their North Sea platform s, and was

approxim ately 75mm wide by 150 mm long and had a thickness th a t varied from 5mm to
8mm. This sample was considered to be representative of the scale cleaned from Chevron’s
North Sea structures. The sample also showed signs of colonisation by tube worms
illustrating th at hard marine growths left calcareous remains and th a t these often formed an
integral part of a hard layer. Three different m ixtures of epoxy/shell-grit were tested, they
were 2:1, 3:1 and 1:3 epoxy:shell-grit by mass. Normal m ortar (cement, sand and water)
m ixtures were also tested.

’Tim e of flight’ compression wave velocity experiments were performed in immersion to
measure the compression wave speeds in the real sample, the epoxy/shell-grit substitutes
and m ortar. The experimental arrangement is illustrated in figure 3.8b. The rough surface
texture and highly attenuative inner structure of the samples tested, absorbed and scattered
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a, A layer of epoxy/shell-grit on a steel test block. The 10mm deep,
1mm wide slot is ju st visible.
Water
Transmitter

Receiver

S amp le

Time of Flight Compression Wave Experiment

Summary of Compression Wave Velocity Results
Real Calc. Dep. = 2880 ( + / —150) m / s
3:1 e p o x y / s h e ll - g r it = 2893 ( + / - 5 0 ) m / s
Mortar = 2750 ( + / - 5 0 ) m / s
b, 1he experimental arrangem ent for wave speed calculation and a
sum m ary of wave speeds for calcareous deposits and its substitutes.

Figure 3.8

The epoxy /shell grit calcareous deposit substitute.
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a great deal of the transm itted

energy. However by measuring the tim e taken for the

compression wave to reach the receiver, in the absence of a test sample and with the sample
suspended between the transducers, and by measuring both the thickness of the sample and
the distance between the two transducers an approxim ate compression wave speed could be
calculated for the test sample. The real sample of deposit was allowed to sit in w ater for
24 hours before the experiment to allow it to return to its natural water saturated state. The
greater error in the velocity calculated for the real sample (figure 3.8b) reflects the difficulty
in measuring the sample thickness, which varied in the region between the transducers by
+ / - 0.5mm.

Compression wave velocity in the real sample, epoxy/shell-grit substitutes and cement
compounds were all similar. Calcareous deposit, shell-grit and cement all prim arily consist
of calcium and magnesium salts, so their acoustic properties will be similar. The advantages
of the epoxy/shell-grit mixture were th at it adhered to steel, while cement and concrete
mixtures had great difficulty staying attached, and the ratio of the m ix could be easily
changed to reflect different compression wave velocities and densities. Although the epoxy is
chemically unlike cathodic scale it binds the calcareous shell grit in a uniform m atrix,
similar to the two phase nature of real scale. Section 3.7 contains a detailed discussion of
two phase solids and their applicability to calcareous deposit.

The acoustic impedance of cathodic scale and it s substitutes is illustrated in figure 3.9.
Acoustic impedance is the product of a m aterials compression wave speed and density. The
acoustic impedance of the real sample is similar to the epoxy/shell-grit

mixtures and

cement compounds. Although only one real sample of cathodic scale was analysed
assumptions were m ade regarding the ultrasonic properties of calcareous deposit based on
knowledge of its chemical constituents, and experimental analysis of sim ilar compounds.
Calcareous deposit is assumed to have a compression wave speed th at lies between 2600m/s
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grit

and 3300m /s and a density between 1400kg/m3 and 2300kg/m3. The high attenuation of

a

usas

ultrasonic energy propagating in Kcalcareous deposit and it’s substitutes

considered in

section 2.6.4. The water saturated real scale could not support shear waves and no evidence
of shear wave propagation was discovered during experim entation. D ata for the cement
pastes and concretes was provided by the Departm ent of Civil Engineering UCL. The
density of the samples was extracted by weighing them and by calculating the volume of
distilled water each displaced.

The difficulty in obtaining real samples of calcareous deposit attached to steel samples
suitable for surface wave inspection and the lengthy and expensive process of producing
realistic scales in the laboratory, directed the experimental work towards using the
epoxy/shell-grit mixture as a substitute. The experimental facilities, methods and results are
presented in Chapter 6.
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Section 3.7

The 2 Phase Solid

A two phase solid can be defined as a composite system of two continuous and
interpenetrating phases. O f most interest to the present study is the fluid saturated porous
solid layer attached to a solid isotropic substrate, in immersion. Calcareous deposit on steel
tubulars m ay be an example of such a system.

The two phase solid presents a unique challenge to ultrasonic inspection. It occurs in nature
in the form of fluid saturated porous rocks and shales, and is therefore of great interest to
seismologists, but is also found in many synthetic m aterials and therefore attra cts the
attention of the engineering sciences.

The propagation of acoustic waves in fluid saturated porous solids was first studied by Biot
(1956). He postulated th a t three bulk waves existed in such a medium, a shear wave, a fast
compression wave and a slow compression wave. At the high frequency lim it of B io t’s
(1956) theory the porous solid is considered lossless and therefore the slow compression
mode is propagatory. The experimental verification of the existence of the slow compression
wave in porous, fused glass bead samples by Plona (1980), stim ulated work in the field.

Feng and Johnson (1983) numerically predicted surface wave modes associated with fluid
saturated porous solids in immersion. This work was later verified experimentally, using a
novel periodic surface technique, by Mayes et al (1986) using sintered glass bead. A dler et al
(1989) extended this work to consider the excitation of a porous plate in immersion, using
samples of sintered brass bead and sintered stainless steel bead.

The surface modes it is possible to excite on a fluid saturated porous solid m ay be
summarised as follows (Feng and Johnson, 1983).
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If the interface between fluid and porous solid contains open pores,
and the impedances of the two media are similar, there are three possibilities :

^ p o r o u s solid ^

^ ^ s l o w , p o r o u s solid

Depending on the m aterial param eters a leaky (or pseudo)

Stoneley mode and a leaky

Rayleigh mode may propagate, and in certain more stringent conditions a Stoneley mode
(often referred to as the true surface mode) can exist.

C

p o r o u s solid

= C

1slo w ,p o ro u s solid

Stoneley and leaky Stoneley modes can exist, and in some cases a leaky Rayleigh mode.

p o r o u s solid ^

^ slo w ,p o ro u s solid

Only a Stoneley mode is possible.

If the pores at the interface are closed there are generally two separate surface modes, a
Stoneley mode (not leaky) and a leaky Stoneley mode.

Theoretically then several surface modes may be generated at a fluid interface with a porous
solid. T o practically excite these modes is another m atter. The leaky Rayleigh wave is easily
produced by mode conversion (strong coupling occurs at the Rayleigh angle) and straight
forward to detect by the re radiated compression field. When a surface mode has a velocity
less th an the velocity in the fluid (Stoneley modes) radiation into the surroundings is not
possible, and hence other means of detection m ust be employed.
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Mayes et al (1986) excite the periodically grooved surface of a porous solid with incident
ultrasound a t various angles. The reflected field frequency spectrum exhibits m inim a when
generated surface modes destructively interfere with the specular field. These m inim a may
then be used to predict the velocities of their respective surface waves (experimentally to
within 5-10% of theoretical values).

An ideal fluid saturated porous solid having no directionality and consisting of regular,
similar sized spherical pores can therefore support three different bulk waves and their
associated surface modes.

Dispersion and absorption in an ideal saturated porous medium will however lim it the range
of these disturbances.

It is considered unlikely th a t a real cathodic scale can support these waves, given its highly
attenuative structure and rough surface is doubted. If the Rayleigh wave a t the interface
with the steel and calcareous deposit is to be dispersive (as is the case for the higher
impedance layers, eg. copper on steel) coupling m ust occur between a Rayleigh wave at the
fluid/layer interface and surface wave a t the steel/layer interface.

This is clearly improbable for cathodic scales on steel.
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Chapter 4
The Finite Difference Model

Section 4.1

Background to the Finite Difference Method

Finite difference techniques were first discussed in a paper by Courant el al (1928) long
before the advent of the digital computer. It is the increase in speed, size and availability of
the computer th at has revolutionised the study of elastic wave problems with the finite
difference technique. Although an approxim ate solution, an explicit finite difference scheme
yields the full wave solution and tim e development of the system in the spatial limits
considered. Such a scheme determines the displacements at a future tim e level explicitly,
based on known displacements in the present and past tim e levels. The scheme may also
involve free surfaces, m aterial interfaces and scattering sources (defects, cracks etc). This
adaptability allows the study of previously intractable analytical scattering problems. Of
special interest to this study is mid frequency range scattering from surface breaking defects,
other approxim ate methods do not address this im portant regime, for example Born
approxim ation for weak scattering and the Kirchhoff approxim ation for strong scattering in
the high frequency regime.

A historic body of work originated from Tel-Aviv University in the 1960’s where Alterman
and her co-workers applied the finite difference method to hyperbolic or transient elastic
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wave problems (Atterm an and Karal, 1968). Interested initially in the application of the
models to seismic problems, it wasn’t long before the direct applicability of these studies to
non destructive examination in the ultrasonic range was established. Many workers began to
apply the finite difference m ethod to ultrasonic inspection in the mid seventies ; this
development is detailed in Bond et al (1988). The body of work most directly relevant to
the present study in terms of the application of the finite difference model to scattering
problems is th a t of Sajfari (1986) which itself is a development of work by Ilan et al (1979)
and Ban and Bond (1981).
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Section 4.2

Computer Considerations

Of central im portance to any study using a numerical model is the availability of computing
resources. Finite difference models involve large numbers of simplistic form ulations th at
m ust be processed iteratively. This translates into enormous usage of com puter processing
time. The advance in the understanding of ultrasonic scattering mechanisms using numerical
models has been possible only because of the revolution in com puter technology.

In 1974 Alterm an and her co-workers were considering a two dimensional workspace of 200
nodes by 100 nodes (about 10A by 5A), and processing the model for 200 tim e steps. By the
beginning of the nineties some workers had access to super computers allowing the
development of finite difference models of two dimensional areas in the region of 2000 nodes
by 2000 nodes and a similar number of time steps. Extension of the finite difference model
to consider a third dimension is already occurring and will become more common with the
availability of affordable parallel processing computers.

Of equal im portance to the phenomenal processing powers of modern computers is the access
available to the system. This study used a network of DIGITAL VAX

to run finite

difference models. Although, by no means, the fastest computer available this system did
allow easy access to model results plus full graphic support using local workstations,
specifically a MicroVAX 2000. The 32 bit processor provided sufficient accuracy for the
finite difference model.

Typically one of the larger models used by this study would involve a grid of 300 nodes by
150 nodes (about 15A by 7.5A where A is the wavelength of a compression wave in water)
and model both fluids and solids. This would be iterated between 1500 and 2000 times,
which if calculation of two orthogonal displacements a t each node is included m eant in
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excess of 180 xlO

displacement calculations. Running in the background on the VAX

system a job of this size could take up over 24 hours of CPU time. The im portance of
efficient boundary conditions, which prevent the workspace being polluted by unphysical
reflections and refractions becomes obvious. Another development of this study aim ed at
increasing the fidelity of the limited grid area is the filtering away of the incident field Jthis
m ethod is described in Appendix A.

The future promises faster and cheaper processors th at will allow the study of larger and
more complex model configurations to a greater num ber of interested workers. The finite
difference method perhaps combined with other numerical methods, such as finite element,
is ideally suited to exploit these com putational advances.
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Section 4.3

The Finite Difference Method

Many physical phenomena involving rates of change of two or more independent variables
are described in m athem atics by partial differential equations. The roots of these equations
classify the problems into three categories, elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic. An elliptic
solution represents a steady state, a parabolic solution is a steady state after a transient and
a hyperbolic solution never reaches a steady state.

The wave equation is an example of a hyperbolic partial differential equation. These
equations usually describe phenomena involving vibrations or shock waves.

The finite difference m ethod for solving partial differential equations involves the
approxim ation of the partial derivatives describing displacements at a point by differences
involving finite distances between points and a finite time step. It is the relationship
between these small intervals in tim e and space and their scale compared to the wavelength
of the energy th a t determines the stability and accuracy of the scheme.

Since the m ethod examines the forces and displacements at discrete points in a medium, a
suitable grid m ust be chosen to represent the bulk of a medium. Where two or more media
meet, the grid points at the interface m ust describe the behaviour of th a t interface.

In this work a Cartesian co-ordinate system is used and therefore a rectangular grid is
imposed on the scheme. A rectangular Cartesian system efficiently describes horizontal and
vertical axes, and is thus suited to the two dimensional configuration of the finite difference
models created for this study.

Establishing a simple and consistent notational scheme for labelling the grid points or nodes,
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and describing the space and time discretisation greatly facilitates the construction of
complicated algorithms. The notation used is described next, and illustrated in figure 4.1.
f

Consider a grid point (or node) within a rectangular grid. Let the variable x describe the
horizontal axis and variable y the vertical axis. The spacing between grid points on the
horizontal axis is DX and th a t on the vertical axis DY. This is the spatial discretisation.
When D X=DY a square grid results (a square grid is used in all the models described). The
component of displacement a t each node in the co-ordinate directions x and y are u and v
respectively.

Each node is identified by two indices i and j (both integers) , indicating its relative position
horizontally and vertically respectively.

The tem poral discretisation on the tim e axis is DT, and is associated with the indev k.

The application of finite difference approxim ations to derivatives is covered in m any texts
(Smith, 1978). The method is based upon the m anipulation of Taylor’s series expansions.
Consider the displacement component u in the x direction ie u(x) , by T aylor’s theorem

u(x+h) = u(x) + hu’(x) + |h 2u” (x) -f |h 3u’” (x) -f

EQN 4.0

and
u(x-h) = u(x) - hu’(x) + |h 2u” (x) - |h 3u’”(x) + ........ EQN 4.1

adding these two expansions gives :

u(x-f-h) + u(x-h) = 2u(x) + h2u”(x) + 0 (h 4)
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EQN 4.2

A Finite Difference Grid
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top

boundary
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□
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□ i+1.j-1
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Figure 4.1

Definitions used in a finite difference model grid.
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where 0 ( h 4) denotes term s of fourth or higher powers of h, which are considered negligible
compared to lower powers of h.

Rearranging EQN. 4.2 yields :

i

{ u (x+ h) - 2u(x) + u(x-h) }

EQN 4.3

an expression which has an error of order h2. This approxim ation is called the centred
difference quotient of a second order derivative. Similarly by subtracting equation 4.0 from
equation 4.1 the centred difference quotient of a first order difference is created, which also
has an error term of order h2 :

is w

t u(x+h) ■u(x_h) )

EQN 4A

By rearranging equations 4.0 and 4.1 forward and backward differences are created, but
these have an error term of order h, and are therefore poorer approxim ations :

^ { u(x-fh) - u(x) }

^

~ j“ { u(x) - u(x-h) }

forward difference EQN 4.5

backward difference EQN 4.6

These difference quotients can be used in tem poral as well as spatial derivatives, with the
increment scaler h replaced by DX, DY or DT.
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Section 4.4

Stability and Accuracy of Finite Difference Models

Finite differences are approximations to partial derivatives. How closely their approxim ate
solution m atches the exact solution of the partial differential equation is a measure of the
accuracy of the difference equation.

Traditionally the analysis of the accuracy of finite difference schemes has concentrated on
convergence. Convergence is the nature and rate of change of the difference between the
analytical solution (U; • i ) and the approxim ate solution (u- ■t ) a t a fixed point in the
scheme (i,j,k). For convergence the solution of the difference equations should approach that
of the differential equations as the finite increments approach zero (ie DX,DY,DT —►0). The
difference between the two solutions (the discretisation error) is difficult to investigate
rigorously because of it’s complex form. Therefore convergence is usually examined in terms
of consistency and stability.

Lax’s equivalence theorem states th at if a linear difference equation is consistent with a
properly posed linear initial value problem (the schemes described in this work are initialboundary value problems) then stability is the necessary and sufficient condition for
convergence. Sm ith (1978) defines consistency as follows :

Let F t- -(u) = 0 represent the difference equation at the ( ij)th grid point. If u (the exact
solution to the difference equation) is replaced by U (the exact solution to the partial
differential equation) a t the grid points of the difference equation then the value F t- ^(U) is
called the local truncation error a t the ( ij)th point. If this tends to zero as the grid lengths
tend to zero then the difference equation is said to be consistent with the partial differential
equation.
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The stability of a scheme may be considered the boundedness of the exact solution of the
difference equation (u- • , ). For instance when the solution of a difference equation is
computed the result is given to a finite number of decimal places, ie the result is not exact,
but is nevertheless used in the next round of calculations. This rounding error m ay build
causing gross instability in the scheme. A stable scheme would hence be a scheme in which
the discretisation error (or the truncation error) and the rounding error rem ain bounded
with time. Although related to the problem of convergence, the rounding error does not tend
to zero as the discretisations do, in fact the reverse tends to be true ie. as the grid lengths
decrease an increase in the number of calculations is implied, and hence the rounding error
increases.

There are two common approaches to analysing the stability of a scheme. They are the
M atrix method and the Von Neumann method. The m atrix m ethod is the more complex as
it can take account of specific boundary conditions. Ilan (1978) used this m ethod to account
for instabilities reported by Atterm an and Rotenhurg (1969) a t a 90 degree free surface
corner node. Ilan and Loewenthal (1976) had earlier shown th at it is sufficient to consider a
small area of the grid if this area contains what is suspected to be the m ost unstable
formulation of the scheme. Briefly the m atrix method involves expressing the displacements
at the nodes in the area of concern in m atrix form and then constructing a simple m atrix
equation involving the equations of motion and boundary conditions for this area. For
instance this may look like this :

Ut+1 = Q U* - 1 Ut_1

EQN 4.7

where U is the m atrix containing the node displacements,
t + l , t and t-1 are the future, present and past tim e levels respectively,
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I is the identity m atrix and Q is a m atrix which is dependent on the
param eters of the medium and on the ratio between the grid increments.

By examining the eigenvalues of the propagation m atrix Q, conclusions can be drawn about
the stability of the scheme. In the case reported by Han (1978) the necessary condition for
stability was th a t no eigenvalue of Q had an absolute value larger than two.

The second common m ethod of analysing stability is th at developed by Von Neumann. This
is based upon the representation of a line of errors as a finite Fourier series and an
examination of their tim e dependent growth. A full explanation of this m ethod is contained
in Sm ith (1978). Alterm an and Loewenthal (1970) used this method to examine stability
associated with a second order difference scheme (such as the body node form ulation). The
result, known as the Von Neumann stability condition is widely used by current workers
(Saffari, 1986} and can be presented thus :

EQN 4.8

This simple, straightforward condition only applies to initial value problems. It takes no
account of boundary conditions. However the Von Neumann condition is often used to
provide a m inim um (but not necessarily sufficient) condition for stability in complex
difference schemes. The m atrix method can be tailored to a specific scheme, but the
additional work involved in formulating m atrix Q, outweighs the benefits of i t ’s application.
The approach to the stability problem associated with this study is th a t used by Saffari
(1986). This is to apply the Von Neumann stability condition which determines the tim e
increment based upon the spatial increments (themselves chosen in consideration of
accuracy) and the m aterial properties. The m aterial param eters chosen in a mixed media
scheme, as is the case here, are those th at yield the least value of tim e increment, thus
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providing stability in the bulk of the other media. Other sources of instability, typically the
input pulse, corners and absorbing boundaries, are identified by monitoring the uncontrolled
growth of energy, apparent in the results of the model.

The sam e errors th at effect the stability ie. truncation errors and rounding errors represent
the departure of the difference solution from the exact differential solution and hence the
accuracy of a formulation. The rounding error is computer dependent being a function of the
num ber of decimal places used to describe a num ber; this (see section 4.2) is generally small
compared to the truncation error.

The truncation error results from ignoring the higher order term s in the Taylor series
expansions ie. for the centre difference approxim ation, this is an error term of order 2, for
the backward and forward one sided differences the error term has order 1 and therefore
makes a greater contribution to the total error.

The truncation error can be reduced in two ways, first by using more of the higher order
term s in the Taylor series to represent the differences, and second by decreasing the space
and tim e increments (DX,DY and DT). The first leads to an increase in the complexity of
the form ulation of the numerical model the second to an increase in the com puter time
required to run the model.

Alford et al (1974) studied the question of accuracy for a second order finite difference
model. He concluded th at a m inimum of ten spatial increments per wavelength a t the half
power point of i t ’s spectrum to be sufficient accuracy. In his scheme the wavelength of
interest was th a t of the incident source. Bond (1978) similarly based his accuracy
calculations on the incident source, in his case a Ricker pulse Rayleigh disturbance. Bond et
al (1988) went on to compute th at using 16 nodes per wavelength at the pulse peak
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frequency, produced a wavefield whose velocity was within 1%, and displacement within 5%
of th a t predicted by analytical means. These works raise two interesting questions, first th at
the accuracy considered acceptable should apply to the wave field of most interest to the
particular study. In the case of Rayleigh wave scattering from submerged surface defects
(this simplistically is the scheme studied here) the wave field of interest is th a t associated
with scattered Rayleigh waves. Secondly th a t analytical expressions giving the exact results
of a particular scattering scenario are not always available for comparison. Given these
considerations the accuracy criterion developed for simple difference schemes can only
provide guidelines for more complex models.

Table 4.1 illustrates the number of nodes per wavelength typically used in this studies finite
difference models, and the accuracy of the wave velocities modelled. Complex models
involving many sources of scattering and different media make velocity measurement
difficult (see Appendix A); the results illustrated in table 4.1 are taken from relatively
simple models. The reflection and transmission d ata uere. taken from models representing a
compression wave striking an interface normally. Modelling of wave velocity and reflection
coefficients to better than 1% is considered sufficient accuracy for this study.
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Comparison o f Wave Velocities Measured direct from a Model,
with Initial Model Material Velocity Data

Type of Wave

Nodes per Wvlngth Frequency

Incident Compression

20

Wave in Water

^ Power Point

+ / - 0.1%

of Spectrum

Leaky Rayleigh Wave
at Interface

Accuracy of Velocity

40

Peak Power Point

+ / - 0.4%

of Spectrum

Comparison of the Reflection Coefficients for Various Interface’s
with Analytical Reflection Coefficients

Perspex/Steel Reflection Coefficient (2nd Order Formulation)
Model Results= 0.8705
Analytical= 0.87
(0.0005% difference)
Olive-Oil ( Calcareous-Deposit Transmission Coefficient
Model Results= 0.3608
Analytical= 0.359
(0.005% difference)

Table 4.1 Accuracy of finite difference formulations
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This section has described how generally the stability of a particular scheme is used to
indicate its convergence, and then briefly described two methods of determ ining stability.
The accuracy of the numerical model was then considered, leading to decisions on how many
nodes should describe a characteristic wavelength in the scheme. The section concludes th at
for complex models, deriving a m inim um requirement for stability and watching for
uncontrolled energy growth in the results is adequate consideration of convergence.
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Section 4.5

Model Development

Previous sections considered the reasons for selecting a finite difference num erical method to
study the wave scattering problem. The present section will describe the application of such
a method to the equation of motion for a homogeneous, isotropic elastic solid. This basic
relationship is then used to develop other components of the finite difference model used in
this study, including a viscous fluid m edium and the various geometries of a solid/fluid
interface. Several workers have successfully used these formulations and investigated their
accuracy and stability, when subjected to energy perturbations (Bond et al, 1988). Each
formulation used in this study will be briefly derived and illustrated. The complete
derivation of any particular explicit finite difference approxim ation can be found in the
referenced works. A table listing the different formulations used in this study is presented at
the end of this chapter.

More accurate formulations are possible, either by using higher order term s in the Taylor
expansions (see section 4.3) or by using a finite element spatial discretisation ( Blake and
Bond, 1989). For the specific configuration considered, however, the methods used combine
sufficient accuracy (see table 4.1) with stability whilst keeping the model relatively simple
(increasing its run time efficiency) .
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The Solid Body Node Formulation

Section 4.5.1

The continuum equations were derived in section 2.1. W hen applied to a two dimensional
Cartesian system, they m ay be written for an ideal, elastic solid as :

f t = Cl2f t + (Ci2- C , 2) f t - + Ct 2f t

1 dx2

dt2

g

=

1

* dy2

dxdy

+ (C,2- C t2) ^

+ Ct20

EQN 4.9

EQN 4.10

the symbols used and co-ordinate system are described in section 4.3.

These two equations completely describe motion in the bulk of an elastic solid. Since the
centred difference quotient represents the second order partial differential equation in terms
of scaler values at a particular point, these equations m ay be rewritten in term s of these
scalers. Particular note should be taken of the discretisation of the second order time
derivative as this introduces the concept of time levels, allowing the calculation of node
behaviour at a future time level through synthesis of its activity a t past tim e levels ie.

d 2u
d t1 *

u (t+ d t)—2u(x)+u(x-dt)
¥t

EQN 4.11

where u (t+ $ t) represents the displacement of a particular node in the horizontal direction at
a future time level, u(t) at the present time level, and u(t-dt) a t a past tim e level.

The partial derivatives in the continuum equations are replaced by their centred differences
and rearranged in term s of the future displacements in both vector directions. If the
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displacements at the t, and t-d t tim e levels are known then the displacements a t the next
time level (t+ d t) are determined explicitly.

Because the medium is isotropic the two equations are similar (see figure 4.2a).

The horizontal component of displacement is given by:

D T2*C 2
U Fut[ij] = 2U[ij] - U Past[ij] + — — ^ ( U f i + l j ] - 2U[ij] + U [i-lj])
Ua

+ (Cl4DXDYT

+

(Vp+Io+U - vp-lj+ l] - vp+ lj-l] + VP-1J-1])

D T2*C2
Ya ‘ (U p j+ l] - 2UPJ] + Upd-1])

EQN 4.12

The vertical component of displacement is given by:

V Fut[ij] = 2V[i j] - VPast[i j] +

+

D T2*C 2
■ v 2 1 (V [ij+1] - 2V[i j] + V[ij-1])
Ua

(C?-C?)*DT2
4DXDY (u P + 1j + 1] - U p -lj+ 1 ] - U P + lj-1 ] + U P-lJ-1])

+

d t 2*c 2
-D Y 2 ‘ (V p + lj]

- 2V pj] +

vp-lj])
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EQN 4.13

This is the finite difference body node formulation for a linear elastic isotropic and
homogeneous solid medium. The body node for a solid constitutes the simplest form ulation
used in this study, the following sections illustrate more complicated formulae for the
various m edium s and features used in the numerical model. However all are derived in the
same principal m anner as the body node, adaptation of the equations of m otion in
consideration of physical laws and boundary conditions, discretisation of all partial
derivatives using finite differences and rearrangem ent of the resulting equations in term s of
nodal displacements a t a future tim e level.
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Section 4.5.2

The Viscous Fluid Body Node Formulation

The accurate modelling of solids and liquids requires a stable form ulation for a fluid/solid
interface node. Spivack (1978) modelled an ideal fluid (one in which no shear stress exists)
interface w ith an ideal solid, using an explicit finite difference scheme, and found it to be
unstable. Investigation determ ined th a t the instability was due to the requirem ent th a t the
shear stress in the solid should suddenly drop to zero at the ideal fluid interface (a singular
perturbation problem ).

Saffari (1986) addressed this problem by modelling a viscous fluid rather th an an ideal one.
The introduction of viscosity into the equations of m otion for a fluid allows the fluid to
support finite shearing stre ss^ thus alleviating the discontinuity in shear displacement a t the
interface. Viscous fluids can support shear waves but these are highly attenuated and
disappear within a short distance from the interface. The derivation of a viscous fluid body
node form ulation is presented in Saffari (1986). A Voigt dam ping model is used this
replaces the Lame' param eters in the equations of m otion by the operators :

A+ A

and /z + /i ^

EQN 4.14

Hence the derivation of the normal and shear stress equations involves linear strain term s
and term s representing the rate of strain. After the development of the equations of motion
for a

viscous elastic solid ,/i (the shear m odulus) is allowed to go to zero in order to obtain

the viscous fluid form of the equation. A and /i are the compressional and shear coefficients
of viscosity and are related through Stoke’s assum ption :

A’ = - |2 /i ’

EQN 4.15

(/i ’ is also called the kinem atic viscosity)
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Voigt type viscosity will cause slight dispersion and absorption of energy pulses propagating
through a m edium. Model results indicate th a t the am plitude of a compression wave
propagating in this viscous fluid is attenuated by about 1% over a distance of two
wavelengths. This is considered realistic. Figure 4.2b illustrates the nodes used in this
form ulation.

The horizontal com ponent of displacement in a viscous fluid m ay be calculated as follows :

U F u t[ij]= (2. D

T ,( ^

+ _ ^ )

- 1) UPast[i j]

+ (2*(1- —
- 2*DT*(A’+ 2 * ^ +
2) ) U[i j]
v v
DX2 '
DX2
pj*DY2
1 J

D T 2*C,2f

+ ((-5 5 ^ ) +

+

A’+2* n ’

(Up-1j]+U[i+lj])

(prfC?,*DT2)+D T*(A’+ /P )
4*DX«DY«Pf
( V [ i+ lj+ l] - V [ i- lj+ l] - V [ i+ ld - l] + [ i- lj- l] )

+ DT*—
(U [ij-1]+ U [ij+ 1])
p^+DY

- D T, V + ^ ; (UPa-st[i-l j]+ IJ P a s t[i+ l j] )
p<-*DX

+ D T *pf*4*DX*DY (V P ast[i-10 + !]-Vp ast[i-h 1J-F l]-hVPast,[i-h 1j - 1]-V Past[i-1j - 1])

- DT*— - — (UPastfi j-l]+ U P a s t[iJ + l])
Pf*DY

where

EQN 4.16

— density of the fluid

Cjf= Compression wave (1) velocity in fluid (f)
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N o d e s U s e d in t h e F o r m u l a t i o n
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Time
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DX
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N o d e s U s e d in t h e F o r m u l a t i o n
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= node p o in t at which
d isplacem ents are c a lcu la te d
Figure 4.2

Nodes used in the finite difference formulations for a

solid body medium and a viscous liquid medium.
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T he vertical component of displacement in a viscous fluid m ay be calculated as follows

V F u t[ij]= ( 2 * D T * ( ^ £ + — £ - j ) - 1) V P a stp j]
/>r*DY
Pf*DX

(prfCjt*DT2)+D T*(A’+ u ’)
+ ~ C- ^ D X . D Y ^ f
L (UP+1 j+ l]-U [ i+ lo - l]-U [ i- lj+ l]+ U [i-lo -l])

+ DT*— ~“ 2 (V [i-lj]+ V [i+ l j])
Pr+DX

" DT* ~
(V P ast[ij-l]+ V P a st[ij+ 1 ])
pr+L) Y

+ D T *pf*4*DX*DY (u p ast[i-|-l j-l]-U P a st[i+ i j+ i]+ U P a s t[i-l j+ iJ -U P a stfi-i j-1])

- D T * — ^ — 2 (V Past[i-1j ] + V P ast[i+ 1j ] )
Pf*DX
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EQN 4.17

The Solid\Liquid Interface

Section 4.5.3

W ith the m edia on either side of the interface consisting of an ideal solid and a viscous fluid,
continuity of shear stress (the no slip condition) and norm al stress and the continuity of
both the norm al and tangential displacements across the interface exist. These are the
boundary conditions used to develop an explicit set of difference equations for a horizontal
interface node.

r xy = p s

Shear stress ideal solid EQN 4.18

r Xy = p

Tyy =

Shear stress viscous fluid EQN 4.19

(As + 2/ig) ^

ryy = Af ^ + fp "

+AS ^

Normal stress ideal solid EQN 4.20

§t (fy) Normal stress viscous fluid EQN 4-21

where the subscripts s and f refer to solid and fluid param eters respectively.

The development of this interface form ulation is detailed in Saffari (1986).

The horizontal component of displacement a t a solid/fluid interface m ay be calculated as
follows. The fluid is the lower medium and the solid the upper.

2*C2 *DT2
U F u t[ij]= 2*U[ij] - U Past[ij] + ---------(u [ ij+ l] - U [ij])

C2 *DT2
+ - ^ H U P + i J ] - 2*U[ij] + U[i-1 j])
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+

(Cl, - C j ^ f C f c DT2

-2*ps*C^*DX^
~2
"2 --- (Up+ij] - 2(U[ij]) + up-1j])

(Cfs - C2J W

+

C&*DT2

t p J k ^ D Y

( V [i+ ljl - VP+1’j- 11 - V[i- 1J1

+

Vp-1’j - 1])

(C2 - C2 )*u *DT
"~T
% r>v2 (U[i+ 1 d] " U P a st[i+ lj] - 2*U[ij] + 2*U Past[ij]

+ U[i-1 j] - U Past[i-l j])

//-i2

L ^ C ^ D X ,D Y (V[i+1J1 - VPaSt[i+1J! ' V[i+1J' 1] + VP-tP+lJ-U

- V[i-1 j] + V Past[i-l j] - V Past [i-lj-l] + V[i-1 j-1])

(C ^ 2 C 2> ( C £ - C 2> D T 2
-(U[i+1 j] - 2*U[ij] +
2*C£*DX2

2*p

up-1j])

«DT(p[ij]. upagtpj] . upj-l] + UPastfij-1])

PS*DY'

11 *DT
Ps*DX*DY^V ^i+ 1 ^ “

" V p -iJ] + V Pastp-1 j])

+ ^ ^ ^ Y ^ " ( V [ i + U + l ] - Vp+1 j] - v p -lj+ 1 ] + Vp-1 j])

EQN 4.22

The vertical component of displacement a t a solid/fluid interface m ay be calculated c
follows.

V F u t[ij]= 2*V[i,j] - V Past[ij]
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D T 2*(p8*(C£-2C?a) - pr*Cl)
M>dy , dx ^ - (Pp+tj]

+ ------

- u[i-io3)

2*p r*C if* D T2
r %
(V[ij,2] - V[iJ-1,2])
Ps*DY
2*(i *DT

+ _ _ ^ _ _ _ ( U [ i + l j] - U P ast[i+ l j] - U[i-1 j] + U P ast[i-lj])

—— —7^(V[ij] - V P ast[ij] - V [iJ-l] + V P a st[ij-l])
3*ps*DY

2*C? *DT2
+ - ^ 2— (V [iJ+ l] - V [ij])

+

4*ps*Cjs*DX*DY

- U P a s t[i+ lj] - UP+1J-1]

+ U P ast[i+ lj-1 ] - U [i-lj] + U P ast[i-lj] - U Past[i-l j-1] + U[i-1 j-1])

+

“ V P a s t[i+ lj] - 2*V[ij] + 2*V Past[ij]
2*Ps*Cts*DX

+ V[i-1 j] - V Past[i-l j])

( c ^ ' Z?33
* L ) A* D T i(v [ i + i j i • 2*v [ y i + v [ i ' i j ] )

+ ( 4 , d x «DY

(U[i+ 1 J +1] -

up+ lj] - up-lj+ l] + up-1 j])

where
Cls= Compression wave (1) velocity in solid (s)
Cts= Shear wave (t) velocity in solid (s)
Cj£— Compression wave (1) velocity in fluid (f)
ps = density of the solid
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EQN 4.23

Section 4.5.4

Corners in Models

The spatial distribution of nodes in a finite difference scheme dictates the model
configurations th a t m ay be confidently studied. Since the C artesian co-ordinate system
underlies the development of this m athem atical model, a regular rectangular grid of nodes
makes up the scheme. Horizontal and vertical planes m ay therefore be used to separate
m aterials in specific models. If a polar co-ordinate scheme had been developed, radius
boundaries m ight have been modelled.

Sloped interfaces in a regular scheme have been studied by Blake and Bond (1989). They use
a mixed finite element, finite difference scheme to develop a model to study wedge shaped
troughs and down steps.

The intersection of vertical and horizontal planes requires a stable corner form ulation. In a
rectangular grid all model configurations can be modelled using combinations of 90° and 270°
corners.

The development of corner node formulations used in this study is based on corner node
form ulations a t traction free surfaces. Originally developed by Atterm an and Loewenthal
(1970), one method considers the boundary conditions for the horizontal and vertical free
surfaces a t a 90° corner.

=°

j

EQN 4.24
for a horizontal free surface

c , f + (C12- 2 C t 2) | a = 0 1
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EQN 4.25

for a vertical free surface
c i2§

+ ( c i 2- 2C,2) ^ = ° J

EQN 4.27

Obviously all of these boundary conditions cannot be m et sim ultaneously. By ignoring the
shear stress condition ie.

= - fX

EQN 4.28

,the only remaining condition is th at the norm al stress a t each surface be zero, hence

|^ = 0

EQN 4.29

if the derivatives are approxim ated by their backward differences the equation becomes (see
figure 4.3a),
u[ij] = u [i-lj]

EQN 4.30

v[ij] = vpj-1]

EQN 4.31

This 90° corner form ulation was tested by 11an (1978) and found to be stable.

For the 270° corner (figure 4.3b) earlier work by Ilan et al (1975) is adopted. No boundary
conditions are used for this formulation, the corner node is assumed to be in the interior of
the m aterial. A modified body node form ulation is used th a t excludes displacements a t the
node adjacent to the corner node but external to the solid m edium. These displacem ents
would usually appear in the mixed derivative term so an alternative mixed derivative term
is developed, based on averaging two com binations of centred and one sided differences,
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Fluid

□

□

Node d not used in 270 deg
corner formulation

E^The 2 7 0 deg Corner
□

= one node point in the grid

□

□

□

□

Fluid

□
□
□
Displacements at nodes a and b
used to determine displacement at node c

A,The 9 0 deg Corner
Figure 4.3

Nodes used in the 90° and 270° corner formulations.
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(C2-C 2)*D T2
Horizontal displacement component = — 4ijX D Y— (2V[i-l jH-1] - V[i j+ 1 ]

- Vp-xj-1] + vpj-l] - vp-lj] - vp+lj+1] + vp+ lj])

(C2-C 2)*D T2
Vertical displacement component = — 4 DXDY—

EQN 4.32

j +1] “ U[i jH-1]

- up-lj-1] + upj-l] - up-1 j] - up+1 j + 1] + up+ lj])

EQN 4.33

The 90° and 270° corner form ulations were developed for stress free corners. They have been
successfully applied to fluid/solid interfaces by Saffari (1986). In the present study they
were found to be stable for all the m aterial com binations modelled.
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Boundary Conditions

Section 4.5.5

T he finite dimensions of the model grid dictate th a t sooner or later a disturbance
propagating on the grid will reach the lim it of the grid. Normally the particular scheme
requires th a t the m aterial extend*beyond the boundary. Many workers have studied ways to
reduce the unphysical reflections th a t occur a t these limits.

Simple form ulations such as m irror (or sym m etry) boundary conditions (B ond et al, 1988)
are adequate in specific situations (in this case when wave propagation is parallel to the grid
edge). In the schemes studied here waves strike the boundaries a t several angles, unphysical
reflections at these lim its obscure the grid and lead to instability. Two groups of workers
bo
developed transparent (or absorbing) boundary conditions th a t allow outgoing wavesAleave
the grid and prevent incoming waves from entering the grid (Reynolds, 1978 and Clayton
and Enquist, 1977).

Clayton and Enquist (1977) use paraxial approxim ations to the wave equation, which are
only valid for outgoing waves. Stacey (1988) ,using better paraxial approxim ations than
Clayton and Enquist (1977), developed improved transparent boundary conditions w ithout
having to use higher order derivatives (which would greatly complicate the form ulation).
Stacey fs (1988) New Boundary 1 and New Corner form ulations were used for the left, right,
top and corner boundaries in the steel regions of the models presented later. These
form ulations were stable for :

1.4 < = q /C t < = 2.2

EQN 4.34

Reynolds (1978) simpler absorbing boundary conditions were used in the fluid regions of the
finite difference models and at the interface with the solid m e d ia .
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The form ulation for Stacey’s (1988) absorbing boundary conditions for a top of grid
boundary is presented next.

The horizontal component of displacement is :

U Fut[i,top]= ( UPast[i,top] + UFut[i,top-1] - U Past[i,top-l]

+

^ C r r \ (2*U [i,top]-U Past[i,top]+2*U [i,top-l]-U Fut[i,top-l]-U Past[i,top-l])
v Is*

/

+ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ( V [ i + l , t o p ] - V [ i - l ,t o p ] - V [ i + l ,t o p - l ] + V [ i - l ,t o p - l ] )

( ^ ) - c ts+ ( % )
-I- DT*— - —g y ---------(U [i+l,top]-f-U [i-l,top]-2U [i,top]-fU [i+l,top-l]-|-U [i-l,top-l]

- 2*U[i,top-1]) ) * ------------ —

EQN 4.35

1 + ( d t *cyls
,^

The vertical component of displacement is :

V Fut[i,top]= ( VPast[i,top] -1- V Fut[i,top-l] - V Past[i,top-l]

4- - \ ts*

+

■■(2*V[i,top]-VPast[i,top]+2*V[i,top-l]-VFut[i,top-l]-VPast[i,top-l])
/

Cls*DT*(Cls-C ts)
^-(U [i+ 1, top]-U [i-1, top]-U [i+ 1,top-1]+U [i-1,top-1])

A s^ _

.a

+ DT*— ~~~p'Y---------(V [i+l,top]+V [i-l,top]-2V [i,top]+V [i-|-l,top-l]-l-V [i-l,top-l]
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- 2*V[i,top-1]) ) * -------- L
1+(w

— EQN 4.36

nct)

The form ulation for Stacey’s Absorbing Boundary Conditions for a corner (top left) of a
grid, follows.

The horizontal component of displacement is :

UFut[left,top]=U[left,top]-

^ (U[kft,top]-U [left+ l,to p -1])

T he vertical component of displacement is :

VFut[left,top]=V[left,top]-

+

—(V[left,top]-V[left+l,top-1])

D x V 23T (V[left’t° I>1]-V[left+1’t0P])

EQN 4,38

Reynold’s Absorbing Boundary Conditions for a bottom of grid form ulation follows.

U Fut [i,bottom] = U [i,bottom ]+U [i,bottom + l]-U Past [i, bottom-)-1]

Cir*DT
-I—
—(U[i,bottom-t-l]-U[i,bottom ]+UPast[i,bottom-|-l]-UPast[i,bottom -f-2]) EQN 4.39
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V F ut[i,bottom ]= V [i,bottom ]+ V [i,bottom +l]-V P ast[i,bottom +l]

Cir*DT
-I— Yjy—(V [i,bottom +l]-V [i,bottom ]+V Past[i,bottom -|-l]-V Past[i,bottom -|-2]) EQN 4.40

Reynold’s Absorbing Boundary Conditions, for a corner (bottom right) follows.

U Fut[right,bottom ]=U [right,bottom ] -f

Cir*DT
—(U [right-l,bottom + l] - U[right,bottom ])
EQN4.41

V Fut[right,bottom ]=V [right,bottom ] +

(V[right-1,bottom-1-1] - V[right,bottom ])
EQN4.42
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Chapter 5
Finite Difference Model Studies

Section 5.1

Grid Initialisation

One of the most im portant initial conditions of a finite difference scheme is the initial source
of disturbance. The source function introduces displacements to the grid sim ulating the
propagation of acoustic energy. The source function m ust satisfy the Cauchy initial value
conditions (Sm ith, 1978) ie. displacements and their derivatives m ust be defined a t all points
in the spatial dom ain a t tim e equals zero. The shape of the source function is influenced by
conflicting requirements. A broadband, relatively flat frequency spectrum is desired, but
steep input functions result in accuracy degradation. So the length of the input source (in
the tim e dom ain) is chosen to give a m inim um num ber of nodes per wavelength, to satisfy
accuracy conditions in the frequency domain (see Section 4.4). Sufficient nodes per
wavelength should exist a t both the peak frequency, and the upper half power point of the
broadband spectrum to lim it dispersion phenomena.

(see

\37)

A sm oothed delta function jwas chosen as it satisfied the above considerations. This function
was developed and successfully used in a num ber of studies including Han et al (1979).
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The introduction of the source to the grid directly affects the stability of the scheme. The
boundary conditions are especially sensitive to disturbance and m ust be chosen carefully to
m atch the input requirements. Several m ethods of source introduction were evaluated during
the project and from these a hybrid m ethod, called the ’new source function’ was developed
and extensively used. Before describing this new form ulation other m ethods of either
introducing a source function or generating a source function are considered.
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Section 5.1.1

The Ricker Wavelet

A very popular form of source function is the Ricker wavelet. It has long been associated
with the numerical modelling of seismic events. Developed in 1943 by Norm an Ricker these
wavelets represented a solution to the Stokes’ form of the wave equation and accounted for
th e F a rth s viscosity using a Newtonian model. Ricker wavelets are easily com puted and can
be specified by a frequency spectrum and a period* they also create a surface displacement (a
three loop sym m etrical pattern) th at is sim ilar to observed experim ental results.

W orkers investigating Rayleigh waves have used these pulses to excite the'ir numerical
schemes. Ricker wavelets are most readily associated with free Rayleigh wave propagation
on traction free surfaces.

Ricker wavelets are the subject of much debate (Hosken, 1988) mainly because of their
unphysical nature, but also because so m any workers specify the Ricker pulse differently,
th a t confusion over their use inevitably occurs.
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The Dan Analytical Source

Section 5.1.2

The new source function is based on a compressional impulsive plane wave whose shape is
the Dirac Delta function, developed by IIan et al (1979). Before describing the new source,
1lan et aVs (1979) analytical approach is presented for clarity.

A plane wave approaching a surface a t an angle e (see figure 5.1) is given by

. ( x*cos(e) + y*sin(e) ) .
V> = g (t - --------- - Z — )

„
EQN 5.0

where xjj = the scalar potential
and g(£)

for £ = t - ^..?c*cos(e) ~j^ y*sin(e) )

^ waveform whose shape is defined by the

delta function.

Since a sm ooth initial function improves the accuracy of the finite difference scheme the
Dirac D elta function is integrated 5 tim es and 5 consecutive central differences of the result
are taken over an arbitrary interval A.

If G§ =

£4

H(£)

where H is the Heaviside step function,

EQN 5.1

and the function is normalised to give unity a t £ = 0, then

<6(£)> = [ G5(£ + 5A) - 5*G5(£ + 3A) +>10*G5(£ + A) - 10*G5(£ - A)
+ 5*G5( f + 3A) - G 5(£ - 5A) ] / (230+A4)

(deltaa^
represents a sm oothed ^function.
A
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EQN 5.2

i n te rf a ce

Figure 5.1

C o-ordinate scheme for developm ent of an analytical

source function.
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A

As U = -

/

0 "“

A

and V = -

/

, the horizontal and vertical com ponents of displacement

experienced as a result of this disturbance m ay be defined by

U = cos(e) < 6 (£)> and V = sin(e) <£(£)>

EQN 5.3

If the incident compression wave strikes an interface then reflected and refracted waves
(including mode conversion to shear waves) m ust be included in the analytical solution, with
their atten d a n t coefficients of reflection and refraction (flan and Bond, 1981).

W hen defined across a grid the source function generates a displacem ent for each node
dependent on tim e since initiation, position relative to the grid null (x = 0 , y = 0 ) and the
arbitrary length (in time) function. In this way a smoothed delta compression front is
imposed on the grid. If a t the subsequent tim e level the compression front is again defined,
displaced by A T, the wave front will propagate across the grid. The artificial boundaries of
the grid should be subject to the same analytical form ulation as the rest of the grid, but for
all tim e, otherwise the edges of the wavefront will be retarded by the boundaries.

Saffari (1986) used this analytical source to propagate an infinite extent compression front
in his finite difference schemes. Since defining a compression source incident on a w ater/steel
interface a t the Rayleigh critical angle, was a complex analytical task, the wave front was
initiated before it struck the interface. As the incident wave front in the w ater swept across
the scheme it eventually struck the corner of the w ater/steel interface. T his corner node was
difficult to form ulate, and as a result the scheme would usually become unstable a t this
point as the compression wave passed it. Saffari used special conditions to prevent this node
im pairing the scheme.
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The New Source Function

Section 5.2

An infinite extent compression front did not represent a realistic source of excitation.
Cylindrical piezoelectric transducers were used in experim ental work to in itiate broadband
unfocussed compression waves in water. Experim ental visualisation of the wavefields
(Sichlieren methods Neubauer, 1973) generated by immersed transducers indicated a pulse
consisting of m ultiple oscillations propagating with a non-linear front, the extrem e edges of
which were curved by the lim ited extent of the piezoelectric crystal.
ffa ru m i and Uchida (1989) compare numerical visualisations of pulsed transducer fields and
visualisations

from

photo-elastic

experim ental

studies.

An

analysis

of piezoelectric

transducers is contained in Dieulesaint and Royer (1980).

A more realistic initial function th a t would model a transducers compression pulse and not
de-stabilise the scheme was required.

Based on the Ilan analytical source the new source function windows the infinite extent
compression front using a Gaussian function to sm ooth the lim its of the window. The
bottom line of the grid is perturbed by the limited extent analytical solution (see figure 5.2).
The line of nodes above the bottom (j= b o tto m + l) is form ulated as a solid/w ater interface,
and the line above this represents the sta rt of the water area associated with the model. The
angle of the inclined analytical front and the m aterial param eters of the interface at
b ottom + 1, m ust be carefully selected to yield the desired angle of propagation in the model.
In the model schemes associated with this work, th a t of waves, incident in water, striking
steel surfaces, the Rayleigh critical angle is of most interest. Therefore a low velocity
m aterial (C1=2000m /s, Ct =1000m /s, p=1180kg/m 3) was chosen for the lower interface,
which allowed high angles of incidence a t the w ater/steel interface.
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T he resulting wavefront propagating in the water had a realistic curved wavefront, w ith the
centre portion rem aining effectively parallel (the w idth of this area obviously depending on
the width of the window). Figures 5.3a and 5.3b illustrate the norm al propagation of a
lim ited extent compression pulse, in water, as a result of the new source function. The
spreading of the wavefront is clearly evident. The edges of the analytical solution act as
separate sources, which propagate two spherical compression fronts. Experim ental work had
indicated similar effects associated with cylindrical immersion transducers, although real
transducer excitation fields are much more complex especially in the near field region
K rautkram er and K ravtkram er (1969). The result of a curved wavefront striking a plane
interface is shown in figure 5.3c, where the mode conversion of compression energy to
different wave types is obvious. The m ajority of the incident energy progresses as a
compression wave in the steel, as the incident angle increases (at the edges of the front),
shear waves propagate, and a t the critical angle leaky Rayleigh wavesA. Figure 5.4a
illustrates the energy partition a t a w ater/steel interface for a compression wave incident
from water. The abscissae represents the angle of incidence of the wavefront a t the
w ater/steel interface (the angle is defined by Han et al (1979), see figure 5.1). The am ount
of incident energy converting to either compression or shear energy in the steel is determ ined
not only by figure 5.4a but also by the strength of the incident pulse a t a particular angle.
Hence the small am ounts of shear wave produced near the first critical angle (e=76°). The
slower moving shear wave is alm ost caught up by the second compression front. Between the
incident angle of 76° and 62.5° the mode converted shear wave undergoes a phase change and
the compression wave whilst also undergoing a phase change is no longer generated with
sufficient energy. The Rayleigh wave is generated after this second critical angle (at about
60°) and therefore often has a shear wave ’ta il’ propagating with it in the steel. The mode
converted compression and shear waves propagate a t higher angles in the steel, dictated by
Snell’s law.
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Description of figure 5.3

Pictures 1 to 3 (figures 5.3a,b and c) illustrate the results of a finite difference model. The model was
created to study the interaction of a compression wavefront, generated by the New Source Function,
with a steel interface in water.
The lower half of the scheme represents the water region and the upper half the steel region. The
acoustic waves are defined in white and yellow or orange. The yellow or orange areas of a wave
define a high energy region.
Picture 1 shows the compression front propagating up the scheme, in the water. Picture 2 shows the
compression front just prior to striking the steel interface. Spreading of the incident wave is evident.
Picture 3 illustrates the reflection, refraction and mode conversion of the incident compression front
after striking the steel interface. The energy at the top of the scheme is the compression front
propagating in the steel. The wavefronts at the left and right edges of the steel region are mode
converted shear waves. The acoustic energy in the centre of the steel results from a smaller
compression front following the main incident compression front, in the water. This second wavefront
is a superposition of the source edge waves.

P ic tu re 1

a, Picture 1 The compression front is initiator! in the water.

P ic tu re 2

b, Picture 2 The compression front begins to spread.
Figure 5.3

Propagation of a compression wavefront initiated by

the New Source Function.
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c, Picture 3 T he compression wavefront strikes the

steel interface.
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The second series of waves shown in figure 5.3c result from the smaller compression wave
following the incident front. This second wavefront is a superposition of the source edge
waves.

The frequency spectrum of the incident compression wave is shown in figure 5.4b, as
discussed in the previous chapter the length (in tim e) of the delta function is chosen to
satisfy accuracy considerations.

The new source function developed in this study allows the generation of compression energy
wavefronts in a liquid. The wavefront m ay be propagated at m ultiple angles w ithout de
stabilising the artificial grid boundaries.

Figure 5.5 shows a leaky Rayleigh wave field initiated by the new source function. The
incident compression front has already struck the steel interface and reflected back to the
bottom of the model. The surface wave, which is travelling at approxim ately 2986 m /s has
overtaken the portion of the incident wavefront whose direction of propagation was parallel
to the interface (this front is travelling a t 1480 m /s). As the surface wave emerges from the
confusion of the incident wavefront, i t ’s associated leaking field, propagating back into the
fluid a t the Rayleigh critical angle (about 30°for this com bination of steel and water), is
clearly seen. Production m ethods used to print these pictures does not display the areas of
high am plitude at the centre of wave fronts. The leaking wave field is therefore a
superposition of individual wavefronts of various strengths, a strong correlation between the
lobes (or loops) of the incident Rayleigh surface disturbance and the leaking fronts is
evident. Another interesting effect is the shear wave ’ta il’ associated with the centre lobe,
propagating into the steel. This tail is formed by incident energy close to the Rayleigh angle
striking the interface and mode converting into shear waves.
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As the bottom of the grid is defined as a solid/fluid interface, the reflected energy from the
steel/w ater interface reflects again and confuses the results (although the scheme does not
become unstable). This also occurred when using the flan et al (1979) analytical source with
the added disadvantage th a t the reflected field generated by the plane wavefront obscured
the leaking field for the duration of the model. A m ethod for removing the obscuring
incident wave front is dem onstrated in later chapters, and described in Appendix A.
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Section 5.3

The Damped Solid Body Node

M athem atical models of physical interactions are inherently idealised. They generally do not
attem p t to model the absorption and scattering th at occurs in real m aterials a t grain
boundaries, and other inhomogenuities. To attem pt to model physical m edia drastically
increases the complexity and size of the model.

Several m athem atical models of dam ping mechanisms in solids and fluids have been
proposed (Hudson, 1980). All physical m edia dissipate propagating energy, their viscoelastic
behaviour depends on their physical make up. The choice of m athem atical model also
depends on the m edia being considered. Damping models link the relationship between stress
and strain with the tim e history of the stress and strain. As previously m entioned a
Newtonian viscosity model was used to develop the Ricker pulse and a Kelvin—Voigt
viscosity model was used in the viscous fluid formulation. To dam p the calcareous deposit
model a simple Maxwell viscosity model was used.

A study of dam ping in solids, and its application in numerical models was considered by
Blake ei al (1982). Sajfari (1986) then pioneered the use of a viscous fluid model to stabilise
a solid/fluid interface form ulation. He used Voigt viscoelasticity to allow finite am ounts of
shear stress to exist in fluid models.

Calcareous deposit is a very attenuative medium; to try and model it w ithout considering
it s internal loss mechanisms would produce unrealistic results.

Maxwell’s model includes a first order tim e derivative in the displacement form of the wave
equations, hence :
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where T = the tim e relaxation constant

This has the affect of decreasing the am plitude of the wave as it progresses through the
dam ped solid. An im portant consideration when modelling the calcareous deposit is the
decoupling of the two parallel surfaces of the layer. Real cathodic scale has such an uneven
surface and inhomogeneous interior th a t it is very difficult for plate modes to propagate. In
order to model this using a layer with perfectly parallel surfaces a relaxation constant is
chosen which dam ps out energy entering a t the fluid surface before it reaches the steel
surface. This prevents m ultiple reflections from the bottom of the grid affecting surface wave
propagation a t the interface.

A graph showing the affect of variation of the relaxation constant on dam ping in
dB /w avelength is presented in figure 5.6. These results were derived from models
representing compression wave propagation in solid media, the m aterial param eters used do
not affect the dam ping per wavelength. In order to isolate the effect of the relaxation
constant on the compression wave propagation, the models used a plane wave input function
and

m irror

boundary

conditions.

The

linear

relationship

illustrated

allows

easy

determ ination of a suitable m aterial viscosity. By selecting the required dam ping in
dB /w avelength the appropriate relaxation constant m ay be read from the graph.

Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of different dam ping settings on the displacement
experienced a t one node in the solid body model. The m ain affect is the reduction in
am plitude, although there is evidence of dispersion of the input pulse, indicated by the
slightly different times of arrival of the wave. This simple dam ping model was effectively
used to attenuate energy propagating in the calcareous deposit solid form ulation.
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0.7

Section 5.4

The Solid/Solid Interface

The development of an ideal solid/solid interface was a necessity if solid layers were to be
studied. Boundary conditions a t this interface were the continuity of stress and displacement
across the interface. However derivatives with respect to Y (when considering a horizontal
interface) are not continuously differentiable across the interface. For these derivatives one
sided differences (forward or backward) m ay be used. They are associated w ith a first order
truncation error. W hilst a first order scheme was found to be stable for modelling layers of
copper on steel, or alum inium on steel, it was unstable when used w ith layers of perspex or
calcareous deposit on steel. The latter represent a significant change in m aterial param eters
across the interface. The accuracy of an interface form ulation has previously been stated in
term s of ranges of these param eter ratios (Atterm an and Karol, 1968).
Where

_ Cl2 _ Ct 2 _ P2

and the suffixes l and

2

refer to the m edia either side of the interface.

In these term s for a copper/steel interface

77=

1.25, for a calcareous deposit/steel interface

77= 2 .0 3 .

In order to develop a solid/solid interface node th a t was stable when used to model
calcareous layers a form ulation developed by Ilan et al (1975) was used.

This replaced any one sided differences, with respect to Y, with centre differences based on
derivatives with respect to X and T. This second order form ulation was stable within a
range of :
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EQN 5.6

2-5 > rj > 0.5

Han et al (1975) compared first and second order numerical form ulations w ith an analytical
solution for plane wave propagation in two elastic half spaces welded together. They found
th a t by com paring the truncation error for both schemes the second order form ulation for a
solid/solid interface was an order of m agnitude more accurate in the range stated above,
than the first order approxim ation. The reflection/transm ission coefficients for a finite
difference model using the second order solid/solid interface are presented in table 4.1
(section 4.4).

The second order form ulation for a solid/solid interface is given next (subscripts l and
refer to the m edia either side of the interface).

The horizontal component of displacement is :

U F u t[ij]= 2*U[ij] - U Past[ij]

2*DT 2*u 9
.
+ 7—
7 — X n v 2 (U[1J+ 1])
(P l + P 2) * D Y '

2 +DT2*//!

.

(P l+ P 2)*DY

D T2*(Ai + A9+ 2 *(u 1+ n 9) ) .
+ ------- \ \
\
^
P P + l j - 2U ij] + U [ i- lj
(Pl+P2)*D X
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2

. ,

DT2
y „n , „ (A1+^i)*(A 2 +2*/x2)
(P l+ P 2)*2+DX*DY A2 + ^ 2 +
(A j+ 2 * ^ )
]

* (V [ i+ lj+ l] - V [i-lJ + l] - V [i+ lj] + V [i-lj])

+ ( D T 2 ) , ( ( Al+ ^ ‘l ) * ( A2-Ai ) ) ( U fi ! i j l

+ W

p/

l + JJ

The vertical component of displacement is given by

V F u t[ij]= 2*V[ij] - V P ast[ij]

(/>i + P 2)+d y

(Pi + P 2)* d y

2*DT 2*(A1-FA2-f2*(/i 1+ /i2))/,A/.r.
(p 1+ p 2 ) * d y 2

ldJ)

D T ^A o -A ^H D Y , r. ,
+ ( ^ i+ ^ 2 )*DY2*DX

+ r l ^ n

’

^ c y p + tj] - 2v [ i j ] + v [ n j d

(P i + P 2)* D X
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I ,
DT2
wa
((p 1+ P 2)*2+DX*DY

*(U [i+l j + 1] - Up-1 j+ 1 ] -

+ V iW H

, „ , (A1+P i )*P2 n
^

u p + i j] + Up-1 j])

D X V

K Vl1+AjJ

- 2*V[i j] + Vp-1 j]) EQN 5.8
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Section 5.5

Defect Sizing using the Finite Difference Model

Before using the m athem atical model to examine new inspection scenarios, models
representing proven inspection configurations were studied. This served to test the new
algorithm s developed for the model, and allowed comparison of model results w ith the
results of previous experimental, numerical and analytical work.

One case studied for validation was the interaction of leaky Rayleigh waves w ith surface
breaking defects (theoretical and experim ental work carried out by other workers is detailed
in section 2.7).

Finite difference model results for the backscattered leaky Rayleigh wave frequency spectrum
are presented in figure 5.8. A frequency analysis based on the use of interference fringes
(section 2.7.2) was performed on the backscattered surface wavefield. These results are
derived from synthetic seismograms (or displacement tim e histories) such as those illustrated
in figure 5.9. T he dashed line in figure 5.8 is the response of a slot approxim ately

Ar deep

and 0.1 Ar wide. The periodicity of the spectrum in the high frequency regime, Kd >

6

(where K is the wavenumber in water), predicts a depth within 5 % of the actual model slot
f s c e cs^Ln. 2 •IS')
depth. The m odulation of the spectrum is not well defined because the diffraction of energy
A
around the model confuses the backscattered field and the returning surface wave suffers
high frequency attenuation as it leaks energy into the fluid. The incident leaky Rayleigh
wave was used to deconvolve the reflected wavefield. Fahr et al (1984) recommend the use
of the reflected spectrum from a 90° corner or a standard crack, for this purpose as it
increases the definition of the m odulation. The solid line represents the backscattered
spectrum of a slot 0.5 Ar deep slot (of the same width, 0.1Ar). In this case the periodicity
estim ates the slot depth to within 23% of actual as in the mid-frequency regime the
interference fringe m ethod of sizing is not valid. However there is an am plitude peak at
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Kd=6"2ie when the depth of the defect equals the wavelength of the incident surface wave.

The finite difference model allowed sizing (and therefore implied detection was possible) of
slots in fluid loaded m etal halfspaces, in the high frequency regime. This supported
previously published work. Direct comparison of reflection coefficients with previous work is
difficult since the strength of the backscattered field is a function of both the distance from
th e
the reflector andAdensity of the liquid loading the interface. The incident and reflected field
a h a Ai£.YZr\c& o P
d ata, in this model, were recorded^about Ar from the slots leading edge.
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Finite difference results for surface breaking defect

characterisation using the backscattered leaky Rayleigh wave field.
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Section 5.6

Summary o f Finite Difference Formulations used in this study

Ideal Solid Body Node

Ilan et al (1979)

Viscous Fluid Body Node

Saffari (1986)

Solid/Liquid Interface Node

Saffari (1986)

90° M aterial Interface Corner

A lterm an and Loewenthal (1970)

270° M aterial Interface Corner

Ilan et al (1975)

Absorbing Boundary Conditions

Region)

Absorbing Boundary Conditions (Fluid Region)

Stacey (1988)
Reynolds (1978)

Initial Source Function

This Study

Damped Solid Body Node

This Study

Solid/Solid Interface Node

Ilan et al (1975)

Vertical as well as horizontal interfaces were used in the finite difference schemes described.
The vertical formulations were derived from the horizontal form ulations by rotating the
nodal patterns through 90° or 270° and swapping u displacements and v displacements.
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Chapter 6
Inspection of Surface Breaking Defects Obscured by Layers
Experimental and Model Results

Section 6.1

Introduction

This chapter examines the practicality of inspection of surface breaking defects beneath
various obscuring layers. Initial studies indicated th at a Rayleigh surface wave will run
alm ost unimpeded under an obscuring layer if the wave is generated on an area of steel not
covered by the layer. This discovery ( Hughes and Bond, 1989) prom pted the developm ent of
the m athem atical model to allow more detailed study. The experim ental work was also
extended to consider the synthetic layers developed in the course of this project.

The experim ental work recorded inform ation in the far field of the interaction, involving
actual m aterials, real wave fields and experim ental equipm ent. Intrinsic uncertainty m ade
this study rather crude, but it did allow the nature of the interaction to be revealed. The
m athem atical model examined the interaction close to the target, because the com puter
tim e required and program ming complexity limited the size of the area which could be
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studied. This was essentially a study of the ideal interaction, concerned only w ith the
problem in two dimensions, and involving only homogeneous and isotropic m aterials with
different types of dam ping added. The essential phenomenon th a t a Rayleigh surface wave
remains undispersive when propagating under a layer of calcareous deposit is verified by
both methods.

Detection of surface breaking cracks in steel substrates is shown to be possible in the
presence of a thick obscuring layer of calcareous deposit. Furtherm ore the finite difference
model was used to verify th a t a surface breaking defect in a m etal substrate could be located
by a dispersive leaky Rayleigh wave, through an intact second m etal coating.
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Section 6.2

Experimental Details

The experim ental arrangem ent is shown in figure 6.1a. The immersion experiments involved
using a water filled test tank in which a transducer could be moved in the three coordinate
directions (x,y and z) by a com puter controlled arm . A two degree of freedom extension
allowed the transducer to yaw and pitch. Although the probe could be moved with great
accuracy (2.5/zm) the tank was not calibrated, so estim ating the position of the probe
relative to the target was difficult. Error estim ates are given in the next section. Contact
probe experiments allowed greater accuracy in positioning relative to the target, but since
the steel surface was not loaded by water, the surface wave was non-leaky for much of its
propagation, making these results difficult to compare with the model results.

The immersion transducers used in these experiments were unfocused, round broadband
probes with centre frequencies of between 0.5 and 5 MHz (the frequency spectrum

for a

0.5MHz compression probe is shown in figure 6.2a). The diam eter of these transducers was
20 m m . These transducers were readily available from m anufacturers. Lower frequency
transducers and different^ shaped probes would have to have been custom made. Using
unfocused transducers allowed high energy waves to be generated a t the expense of field
resolution. The contact transducers were also standard item s which had broadband
frequency spectra and centre frequencies of 1 and 5 MHz (illustrated in figure 6.2b).

The equipm ent allowed d ata capture and analysis’, equipm ent details are given in figure
6.1b. Most of the experimental work used single transducers in pulse echo mode. This is the
expected field inspection configuration, because access to the remote side of the target is
generally not available.
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In order to process results from a contact probe experim ent or an immersion probe
experim ent the transducer was m anipulated until the RF signal of interest, which is usually
the backscattered wave field is displayed on the oscilloscope. This trace was then stored in
the oscilloscope and transm itted, via an RS-232 serial line to the IB M /PC -A T . The trace in
the form of an ASCII file in the IB M /A T memory could now be m anipulated using all the
usual DOS commands. The m ost convenient m ethod of analysis was to transfer the ASCII
file, using a floppy disk, to a VAX network of computers. A DOS em ulator in a VAXMATE
com puter facilitated the transfer of the ASCII file from DOS to VMS (the VAX operating
system). Once in the VAX system the trace could be processed using ’M atlab’, a
m athem atical analysis software package. Signal processing was straight forward using
’M atlab’, and a hardcopy facility using a laserprinter produced a perm anent record of
frequency spectrums and tim e dom ain traces.

Although the technique as implemented was a laborious process, which obviously precluded
any semblance of real tim e analysis, this experim ental configuration provided a robust and
secure m ethod of signal processing.
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Section 6.3

Experimental Errors

An im portant consideration when carrying out real inspection is the cum ulative effect of
m easurem ent errors. W hen, as in this case, subtle changes in variables such as velocity or
wave attenuation are expected, the lim itations of the experim ental configuration should be
appreciated. A host of physical inspections w<as carried out for this project, not always
using the same m easurement equipm ent. In the next section results are given with error
limits. Worked examples of the calculation of such error lim its are presented next.

Error in velocity measurement :
A contact surface wave probe (1MHz) is used to measure the response of a slot in steel,
61mm away. The distance the surface wave travels on the steel, from a point beneath the
probe to the edge of the slot and back, is measured to within + / - 0.5mm. The tim e taken
for the wave to travel this distance is read from the oscilloscope with an accuracy of + /O.Sfis. A correction is m ade to this tim e to account for the tim e the initiating compression
wave and returning (leaky) wave spend in the perspex of the heel of the contact probe.

Since distance divided by tim e will yield the velocity, these errors are cum ulative and a
worst case accuracy should be calculated.

Distance travelled = 122 + / - 0.5mm
Tim e taken = 42.34 + /- 0.3/zs
therefore slowest velocity is

and fastest velocity is

^42

== 2852.1 m /s

q^s *1 =

m/ s

hence velocity is 2884.35 + / - 32.2 m /s ( ± 1.1%)
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Error in signal am plitude :

An immersion transducer compares the reflected leaky wave am plitude through a soft layer
of calcareous deposit with the am plitude recorded when a strip of the layer, beneath the
probe has been cleaned away.

It is estim ated th a t 20 ± 2 m m of the 1mm thick layer is removed from the path of the
surface wave. At 0.5MHz this corresponds to ±0.3A. The am plitude of the received signals
can only be estim ated to within ±

1%

using an oscilloscope.

Initially the effect of the 3.4A of layer was to attenuate the wave by 12.5% (or 0.34 dB/A).
Hence the worst case would be an attenuation of 14.5% over 3.1 A ie 0.44 dB/A.

So the original figure for the loss caused by the layer has an associated error of

0.34 ± 0.1 dB/A (ie(0.34 ±29% ^dB/A)
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Section 6.4

Experimental Results

Using both immersion and contact inspection configurations several experim ents were
carried out to characterise defects beneath calcareous layers. Presented first are the results of
detection through the softer calcareous layers generated by experim ent in the laboratory.
Following this are the results for the much harder calcareous deposit substitute, m ade from
a m ixture of epoxy and shell-grit. Both sub-sections present d ata on the performance of the
cleaned strip inspection configuration and the thick and thin layer configurations. A
discussion of the experim ental results concludes the section.
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Section 6.4.1

Inspection Through Soft Lavers Using Surface Waves

Initially attem pts were m ade to excite surface waves on the steel surface through a
calcareous layer. This was only successful when the layer was soft and thin (usually the case
when synthesised in the laboratory). Figure 6.3 illustrates results from experim ents using
layers generated on block 9 (Table 3.1). The experim ental arrangem ent is shown in 6.3a
including the transducer positions at which the d ata displayed in figures 6.3b, c, d and e was
recorded. A 0.5 MHz transducer operating in pulse-echo mode was used to detect the 10mm
deep 2m m wide slot in the steel block. These layers were soft and easy to remove, they
consisted mainly of Magnesium Hydroxide rather than the harder Calcium Carbonate. The
leaky Rayleigh wave reflected by the slot in the steel is the m ain response seen in the A
scans (6.3b, c, d, e). This layer obviously has little effect on the generation and reception of
leaky Rayleigh waves. If figures 6.3c and 6.3e are com pared a m arginal strengthening of the
backscattered leaky Rayleigh field is apparent. This is due to the inclusion of a cleaned
strip, which presents a less attenuative path to the returning leaky wave.

These results indicate th a t a soft patchy layer does

not

present an obstruction to a leaky

A

Rayleigh wave inspection, however this layer was not representative of calcareous deposit
norm ally encountered by divers. England and Heidersbach (1981) report th a t beyond 600m
depth calcareous deposits are softer ,(f^ey consist m ainly of m agnesium salts). These soft
layer results indicate th at successful surface wave inspection could be carried out a t extreme
depths with m inim al cleaning.
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Section 6.4.2

Inspection Through Hard Lavers using Surface Waves

Harder layers made of m ortar and scale substitute (the epoxy/shell-grit mix) effectively
prevented any energy passing through the layer. Figure 6.4 illustrates results from a pulseecho inspection of slots machined in a steel block, the transducer frequency was 0.5 MHz.
T he transducer positions and the d ata recorded a t these positions are shown. Two identical
blocks were used one had a

10 mm

thick layer of

2:1

epoxy/shell-grit, obscuring the slots.

The two blocks were placed side by side in the test tank. The transducer was set at the
critical angle and moved until a reflected leaky wave was captured on the clear block. The
transducer was then moved over to the layered block and the response of the layer and slots
recorded. When the transducer is in position 3, the slot (5mm deep, 1mm wide) is easily
detected by the reflection of the incident leaky Rayleigh wave. In the equivalent position on
the layered block, position 4, only direct scattering from the surface of the layer is recorded.

Since the scale substitute and other hard layers better represented the real calcareous deposit
experim ental study concentrated on examining the cleaned strip configuration.

The effectiveness of using a cleaned strip is also shown in figure 6.4. W hen the transducer is
in position 1 the response from the 2mm deep 1mm wide slot is obvious. W ith the
transducer in position 2 the incident surface wave has to travel about 3 wavelengths under
the

10

m m deep layer before it strikes the slot edge, and the reflected wave return the same

distance. The reflection coefficient of the slot is alm ost identical to th a t of the clear block.
The presence of the layer only slightly effects the propagation of the leaky Rayleigh wave,
any perceived change is within the threshold of experimental error.
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Experimental A rr a n g e m e n t
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Figure 6.4

ITard layer experim ental results.
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Section 6.4.3

Discussion of Experimental Results

Several experimental results are collated in figure 6.5. While the surface wave remains nondispersive its velocity, measured peak to peak (see Appendix A) will rem ain constant. A
slight change (less than

1 %)

in the surface wave velocity is expected as the loading condition

of the steel interface has changed (see section 2.6.4). Figure 6.5a represents experim entally
measured velocities of surface waves running under various types of layer and running on a
clear steel surface.

Experim ental details are included

on the

figure.

The

velocity

measurem ents were based on the reflection of a surface wave by m achined slots in the steel,
using the pulse echo method. The error bars dem onstrate the extent of the velocity error
possible during a specific test. Inaccuracy in the position of the probe relative to the target
is the greatest source of error. This is clear in the immersion tests (1,6,7 and

8)

which have

the largest error bars. The x axis has units of surface wave wavelength, thus m aking the plot
frequency independent. Test 3 shows th a t even after a Rayleigh wave has travelled alm ost
20A (a 40A round journey) under a layer to a reflector (a slot in the steel), i t’s velocity is
barely affected. T he dashed line in figure 6.5a indicates the theoretical Rayleigh velocity for
the test steel (2860m /s). Tests 4,5 are identical except for the lack of layer in test 4, no
discernible difference is recorded. The depth of layer used in these tests is shown in figure
6.5b.

The change in attenuation by radiation of the leaky surface wave is harder to quantify.
Section 2.6.4 indicated th a t an increase in leakage would occur as the loading fluid density
increased. Theoretically this increase would be a fraction of a percent over the leakage in
water. T he difficulty in accurately m easuring surface wave attenuation has been mentioned.
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Figure 6.5

Experim ental surface wave velocities.
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In immersion experiments, the presence of a layer would have little visible effect. In a
contact transducer experiment the surface wave remains non leaky for much of its
propagation, hence a loss in signal am plitude would be expected when a layer was present.
Figure

6 .6 a

illustrates the reflected surface wave from a slot, with and w ithout a layer, using

a contact transducer. The shift in the tim e domain between the no layer case (solid line),
and the layer case (dash line) is due more to probe position error th an to a change in the
velocity of the surface wave. In figure

6 .6 b

the associated frequency sp ec tra

show a large

decrease in the energy present in the layered case. It is difficult to quantify this effect when
experimental error is considered, but the loss is probably due to leaky radiation into the
layer as the surface wave propagates a t the interface.
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6 .6

Slot detection, experim ental results.
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Section 6.5

Introduction to the Cleaned Strip Finite Difference Model

The finite difference model allows exam ination of an interaction close to a scatterer. The
experim ental work already presented has illustrated how im portant accuracy is, and how
difficult this is to obtain under experim ental conditions.

An approxim ate m athem atical model also has an associated error, and this is dealt w ith in
section 4.4. The analytical nature of the model means th a t errors are reproducible given the
same initial conditions and therefore action can be taken to account for them . The filtering
away of the incident field is a good example of this (Appendix A).

The finite difference models developed by this project can be used to accurately predict bulk
wave velocities (to within

0 . 1%),

however the more complex propagation of a surface wave,

a m otion derived from both shear and compression forces, has greater associated error.
Analysing the surface waves propagating on the steel interface requires careful gating of
individual m otions which are often confused with other disturbances. The incident leaky
Rayleigh wave, th a t is generated by the inclined compression front has a velocity within
0.4% of it s expected analytical value.

Velocity m easurem ent in the m athem atical model is explained in Appendix A. A general
schematic for the cleaned strip model is presented in figure 6.7, individual models to be
described will vary from this general arrangem ent but all will use the same source function,
a windowed compression source, entering from the bottom left and striking the clear steel
interface.
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Strip finite

Section 6.5.1

Model Details

The cleaned strip model (shown in figure 6.7) was used to examine surface wave interactions
with a range of defects under various layers. Two different layers were used to model
calcareous deposit:

Layer 1 was based on experimental values of compression wave velocity and density from
the real sample of cathodic scale.
Layer 1 Cj=2880 m /s, p=1565 kg /m 3 and Ct half of Cj ie =1440 m /s

Layer2 had a slightly greater acoustic impedance and was based on experim ental values for
1:3 epoxy/shell-grit mixture.
Layer 2 Cj=3550 m /s, p=2130 k g /m 3 and Ct h alf of Cj ie= 1775 m /s

The model was also run w ith no layer, and with layers but no slots.

Figure 6.7 also illustrates test points in the two dimensional model grid num bered 1 to 5.
Even though the model configuration changed to study different layer depths and slot
depths, the test points remained consistent allowing comparison of the acoustic disturbances
recorded at these points. The following sections compare the different model configurations
and draw conclusions about the effect layers have on the propagation of a Rayleigh wave.
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Pictorial Results of a Cleaned Strip Model

Section 6.5.2

Colour figures

6 .8 a

to

6 .8 e

illustrate

one of the cleaned strip models. The layer (Layer 1) is

dam ped a t 17 dB/A. Picture 1 shows

the compression wave entering the scheme. The

displacement vectors in the fluid

are shown a t one tenth of their actual size. The

compression wave strikes (Picture 2)

the interface, mode converting into a compression wave

and a shear wave in the steel and then propagates a leaky Rayleigh wave a t the interface.
By Picture 3 the classic three lobe shape of the Rayleigh disturbance is evident. The wave is
ju st entering the region under the layer. Picture 4 shows a surface wave generated by the
leading edge of the layer running back along the interface. The Rayleigh wave under the
layer has struck the edge of the slot and has been scattered. A reflected Rayleigh wave can
be seen running back along the interface, also visible is a Rayleigh wave running up into the
slot. The effect of dam ping in the layer is apparent by the reduction of energy in the bulk of
the layer. Picture 5 shows the wave reflected by the slot edge re-emerging into the water.
Because of multiple reflections of the incident wave front, the leaking front associated with
the returning Rayleigh wave is obscured. Pictures 4a and 5a have had the incident energy
front filtered away. Every disturbance to the left of the scatterer (the slots leading edge) is
due only to the presence of the scatterer. Both of these pictures clearly illustrate the
reflection of the leaky Rayleigh wave and dem onstrate the ease of surface breaking defect
detection beneath an obscuring layer.
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a, Picture 1 T he incident compression front enters the scheme.

b, Picture 2 The incident front strikes the steel interface.

c, Picture 3 A leaky Rayleigh wave is generated.
Figure (>.8

Pictorial results for a Cleaned Strip finite difference

model.
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d, Picture 4 The leaky Rayleigh wave strikes the slot in the steel.

e, Picture 4a A clearer view of scattering by the slot. This is picture
4 with the incident wave field removed.

Figure

6 .8

f, Picture 5

The leaky Rayleigh wave reflected by the

slot re-emerges from under the layer.
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Figure

6 .8

g, Picture 5a

A clearer view of the backscattered

wavcfield. T his is picture 5 with the incident wave field removed.
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Section 6.5.3

Changing the Acoustic Tmnedance of the Laver

T he influence of the acoustic impedance on the velocity of the wave under the layer is
presented in figure 6.9 (Layer 1 and Layer 2 are both dam ped a t 17 dB/A). D ata is collected
a t point 4 on the interface, also illustrated are estim ated theoretical values for the same
layers based on the curves in figure 2.8. The increase in velocity is also illustrated by the
tim e of arrival of the reflected surface waves seen a t point

2

on the interface (figure

6 . 10 )

where the two layers and the no layer case are compared. These slight increases, 0.6% from
no layer to Layer 1, and 1.1% from no layer to Layer two, dem onstrate the upward trend of
the velocity seen in the theoretical curve. The model curve underestim ates the theoretical
curve but this is not considered significant as velocity changes of less than

1%

are expected

and this is beyond the resolution of the measurem ent techniques.

Figure 6.10 also illustrates a tiny change in the am plitude of the backscattered leaky
Rayleigh field in the presence of the two layers. As expected the higher impedance Layer 2
appears to have attenuated the backscattered signal (through leaky radiation) slightly more
than Layer 1. However the difference between the layers is within the m easurem ent error for
the models. Comparison of attenuation through leakage due to the layers

(1

and 2) w ith the

no layer case is difficult because in the no layer case a stronger incident wave is generated.
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The effect of layer acoustic impedance on surface wave

velocity. No layer (solid trace),layer l(dash trace),layer 2 (dot trace).
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T he displacement tim e history recorded a t point 2 for

various layers.
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Section 6.5.4

Dispersion Curves for Laver 1. on a Steel Substrate

Im portant considerations in this study are the depth of the layer and the effect of energy
loss in the layer. Figure 6.11 shows the dispersion curves for a calcareous deposit (Layer 1)
over a steel substrate in a vacuum (Datta and Bouden, 1990). These curves indicate w hat
modes of vibration could be excited in a given thickness (normalised by the shear velocity of
the layer) of layer. These modes will only propagate exactly as indicated if the layer is ideal,
th a t is no scattering or absorption occurs within the layer. It is also im portant th a t the top
surface of the layer remains parallel with the steel interface.

Realistically the calcareous layer is neither ideal nor regular. This was observed in
experiment and sim ulated in the model by using m athem atical dam ping. However the
dispersion curves offer valuable insight into what m ight be expected when a layer on a
substrate is excited by ultrasonic energy. If these curves represented the layer and substrate
in immersion slight changes would be apparent. The low frequency limits of the modes
would change to accommodate complex leaky modes, and small increases in surface wave
velocities would result.

The fundam ental mode in figure 6.11 is the easiest to excite and detect and has several
interesting features. At its low frequency lim it (no layer present) this mode travels with the
Rayleigh wave velocity for steel. The relatively flat portion of the curve between k 21h= 0 and
k 21h=3 indicates th at a pulse propagating with a frequency bandw idth th a t lies in this
region,

will do so with

little dispersion,

thus facilitating

accurate

tim e of flight

measurem ent. This could prove to be a very useful inspection feature. After k 21h= 3 the
fundam ental mode drops rapidly away as it approaches the surface velocity of the layer
(k 21h = 5 and higher). This high frequency lim it produces a mode whose velocity is lower
than th a t of any bulk velocities in surrounding media, even if the layer were immersed in
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water. Therefore this pseudo surface wave would not be leaky and therefore very difficult to
detect. T he higher order modes in figure 6.11 are more difficult to excite and are easily
attenuated. These modes often confuse inspection results.

Cleaned strip models were run without dam ping in the layers to see if dispersive modes
could be excited. Comparison with the dispersion curve information is difficult because of
the m ethod of excitation used in

the model. The incident compression wave generates a

leaky surface wave which strikes the steel layer interface at its cross section, the remaining
incident compression energy enters the layer directly. The confused reflection and refraction
within the layer make interpretation difficult. Figure 6.12 shows the reflected surface wave
field experienced by point

2

for the case of a damped layer (solid line) and an undam ped

layer (dash line). A part from this the models are identical with a layer depth of
1.4Ar.

The strong coupling of leaky Rayleigh wave to leaky surface wave under the

layer is indicated in the undam ped case by the presence of an effectively unchanged surface
wave, reflected by the slot.

Dispersion curves are obviously more directly applicable to cases where the layer completely
covers the substrate, such as the copper covered steel mentioned in section 6.7.
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Figure 6.11

Dispersion curves for a layer of calcareous deposit (layer

1) on a steel substrate. C21 is the shear velocity in the layer. II is the
layer thickness. k21 is the shear wavenurnber of the layer.
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Comparison of the backscattered leaky Rayleigh wave

field in the presence of dam ped and undam ped layers.
Solid line = dam ped layer. Dash line = undam ped layer.
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Section 6.5.5

Reflection Coefficients for Slots under Lavers

Calculating the reflection coefficient for a slot, using a leaky surface wave is dependent on
the position a t which the incident and reflected waves are recorded. This is because of the
leaky attenuation of the waves as they propagate along the fluid loaded interface. An
additional complication in analysing model results is th a t the generation of the surface
wave, by the incident compression wave occurs across most of the steel/w ater interface. The
addition of a layer to the right hand side of the interface, cuts short this process.

To investigate the effect of attenuation in the layer the cleaned strip model was run
repeatedly, varying only the position of the slot Model Detailsfslot was 1.125\r deep,
0.125\r wide and Layer 1 was 1.375\r deep). The effect this has on the spectra of the
reflected surface waves, as observed a t point 2, is presented in figure 6.13. The spectra are
deconvolved by the incident Rayleigh wave a t point 2. It is assumed th at the increase in
incident wave am plitude between point

2

and the front of the layer will be offset by the

leakage of the reflected wave over the same region. Figure 6.13 represents the reflection
coefficient across the frequency bandw idth of the incident pulse. The incident wave spectrum
is shown in figure 6.14 with some of the reflected spectre*.

As expected the attenuation of

the leaky wave (figure 6.13) is most obvious in the high frequency regime. Interestingly the
m axim um reflection coefficient for each spectrum, not only drops as the slot is moved
further away beneath the layer, but the m axim um shifts towards the lower frequencies. This
may be a result of the increased difficulty in accurately gating the returning fields as they
decrease in am plitude.
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These results m ay be compared with a model identical except for the absence of the layer
Model Details (slot at 230DX). Q uantitative comparison is difficult because of the difference
in am plitude of the incident wave. However the deconvolved spectra for points 2 and 3 are
shown in figure 6.15. The spectrum for point 3 displays a periodicity th at corresponds to a
slot depth of 38.1DY (actual model slot depth is 45DY).
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Deconvolved frequency spectro

showing the effect of

leaky attenuation in the layers on backscattered leaky Rayleigh
fields.
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Figure 6.14

The frequency spectra for the incident and reflected

leaky Rayleigh waves shown in figure 6.13.
Incident wave = solid line.
Reflected wave (slot a t 1 Ar under layer) = dash line.
Reflected wave (slot a t 2 Ar under layer) = dot line.
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This feature can still be seen in the spectrum a t point 2, though it is much less obvious. The
sp ectra

a t point 2, in the presence of a layer (figure 6.13), show no such periodicity,

indicating th a t valuable slot depth inform ation is lost by the wave propagating under the
layer.
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Section 6.6

Comparison o f Experimental and Model Results for Inspection
Through M arine Deposits

Using the reflection coefficient d ata from figure 6.13, a comparison can be made with
theoretical and experimental results. This inform ation is am algam ated in figure 6.16.
Q uantitative agreement between curves is not expected because of the variety of methods
used to collate this data. The model curve Model Details (layer 1, 45 D Y deep slot, 55D Y
deep layer) is described aboveJ however the reflection coefficients are plotted against the
total distance the surface wave travels which includes some tim e a t the steel/w ater interface.
The experimental curve is derived from results for a leaky Rayleigh wave reflecting from a
deep corner. The high values recorded close to the corner are a result of direct scattering
from the corner influencing the reflected field. The two theoretical curves are calculated from
Viktorov (1967) using steel and water model param eters for the top curve (squares), and
steel and layer 1 param eters for the lower curve (triangles). Though not directly applicable
as they represent the leaky attenuation of an unhindered wave, they do indicate the
attenuation trend, im portantly showing th a t the presence of the layer will increase leaky
attenuation. Encouragingly all the curves illustrate a similar exponential decay, with the
model curve closely m atching the experimental results but slightly below them .

The increase in leaky Rayleigh wave velocity, under the layer, is only apparent in the model
results. The experim ental results for velocity of propagation of the surface wave (figure 6.5a)
show too large a scatter to be used to examine a velocity increase of less than 1%. These
experimental results do show the lack of dispersion of the surface wave, even after travelling
a large distance under a low impedance layer.
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Deconvolution of the spectra recorded a t points 2

(dash) and 3 (solid) in the absence of a layer.
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Comparison of leaky Rayleigh wave attenuation using

reflection coefficients.
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The cleaned strip model results indicate th a t a leaky Rayleigh wave will propagate under
the layer and can be scattered back to the transducer. Slight increases in velocity and leaky
attenuation are recorded and these confirm experim ental and theoretical conclusions.
Valuable defect sizing inform ation is difficult to extract from the backscattered wave field.
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Section 6.7

Model Results for a Thin Copper Laver on a Stainless Steel Substrate

The use of the numerical model allows extended and detailed study of the effect of a copper
layer on a stainless steel substrate when excited by a leaky Rayleigh wave.

Chimenti et al’s (1982) work suggests th a t a leaky Rayleigh wave generated a t such an
interface could detect a defect in the substrate, obscured by the layerripei also indicate th at

0

the

inform ation about the depth of^copper layer can be extracted from the non specular
reflection of the incident acoustic beam.

Using d a ta from the authors’ study a finite difference scheme was constructed to represent a
0.37 m m thick copper layer on a stainless steel substrate (figure 6.17a). The incident
compression wave entered the grid at 37.5° which is the critical angle for this layer
combination. Three variations of the basic model were considered, the first had no slot, the
second had a 0.875Ar deep slot in the substrate, the third had a 1.5Ar deep slot.

The model with no slot is illustrated using the numerical visualisations in figure 6.17b, this
scheme as analogous to the authors’ study a t Q=1.86.

The vector fields shown in figures 6.17b and 6.17c clearly illustrate the compression wave
front striking the layer at the critical angle, and the leaky Rayleigh wave it generates. As
the wave progress’s its widening and increase in am plitude are apparent. This is due not
only to the dispersive nature of the leaky wave but also to the continuous generation of the
surface wave by the incident compression wave. The am plitude of the surface wave increases
as it gains energy from the incident compression wave. Hence its am plitude is dependent on
the width of the source.
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As the reflected beam progresses a secondary peak is observed trailing the m ain energy peak
(figure 6.17c). Not to be confused with the Schoch displacement, this second peak illustrates
the dispersive nature of the surface wave, appearing to be the leaking field associated with a
strong m odulation lagging the m ain energy in the surface wave. Later still a third such
m odulation can be seen.

The displacements recorded a t the copper and steel interfaces are shown in figure 6.18a
(displacements in the y direction, norm al to the interface are shown). The elliptical particle
motion of the leaky Rayleigh wave dom inates the layer and surface region of the substrate,
indicating its sensitivity to changes in the stra ta in these regions. The increase in am plitude
and widening of the surface wave are obvious in figure 6.17c. The re-entrant incident wave
which is reflected by the bottom of the grid, can also be seen in the displacement history for
points 1 and 3.

By gating the first displacement cycle of the results shown in figure 6.18a, and by applying
a F ast Fourier Transform , the variation in the frequency spectrum of the surface wave, as it
travels along the interface, can be investigated (figure 6.18b). The power increase in the
surface wave spectrum due to the incident beam width is apparent. The attenuation of the
higher frequencies by the radiation of energy into the fluid as a leaking field, is seen in the
reduction in the power of the higher frequency range of the measured spectra. Using the
distance travelled by the surface wave in figure 6.18a, the group velocity, which is the
velocity of the m ain packet of energy, can be estim ated, although the dispersion in the wave
makes m easurement of a single velocity difficult.
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M aterial details

Cl (m /s)

C t (m /s)

p(kg/m 3)

W ater

1480

0

1000

Stainless Steel

5690

3130

7900

Copper layer

4760

2320

8930

Slots were 10 nodes wide, and 35 and 60 nodes deep.
Viscosity of w ater used

Figure 6.17

A= -0.00067

fi= 0.001005

a, General arrangem ent of the Copper layer on a

Stainless Steel substrate finite difference model (w = wavelength of
sound in water).
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TS
b,

Pictorial results for the copper layer model.

An incident

compression front generates a dispersive leaky Rayleigh wave.

Figure 6.17

c, 0.96 ps later the wave is spreading as it disperses.
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a, The displacement tim e history recorded a t interface points 1
(solid), 3 (dash), 5 (dot) and 7 (chain-dot).
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b, T he frequency spectrum s of the waves in a t interface points 1
(solid), 3 (dash), 5 (dot) and 7 (chain-dot).
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Figure 6.18

Model results for a dispersive leaky Rayleigh wave.
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The group velocity of the surface wave, is measured as 2486m/s. Chimenti and his coworkers’ theoretical results for the same system report the group velocity as 2421.6m /s, this
is a difference of 2.5 percent. When measurement errors in both methods are considered,
which are conservatively estim ated a t

± 1%, the finite difference model is found to be in

good agreement with Chimenti et aVs (1982) theoretical model which is itself validated by
experimental study.

The dispersion evident in the reflecting field is better illustrated by considering the
displacements seen at points 9 and 10 in the fluid (y direction). These are shown in figure
6.19. The distortion of the specularly reflected beam by the trailing leaking field is greater at
point 9 as dispersion in the surface wave has developed further. Figure 6.19a shows the V
component of displacement gated separately into incident and reflected fields and then re
superimposed. The frequency spectrum is shown in figure 6.19b. De-convolution of the
reflected field by the incident field is not valid in this case as the reflected field is dependent
on the degree of dispersion, and therefore the travel time, and this is not accounted for in
the incident field. However the reflected field is seen to have peaks at a normalised frequency
of 0.074 and 0.115, at point 9 (point 10, which is not illustrated,

dem onstrates only the

first of these). The first peak corresponds to a wavelength in the water of 13.5 DX (grid
spatial increments), which is approxim ately the depth of the copper layer. Obviously the
depth of the layer has an effect on the dispersion of the surface wave, as well as on the
Schoch displacement and the wave speed. W hether the simple resolution of the trailing
reflected field into dom inant frequencies is practical in experiment, has yet to be seen.
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a, Displacement tim e histories recorded a t point 9. Incident wave
(solid), reflected wave (dash).

b, Frequency spectra for the incident wave (solid) and reflected wave
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Figure 6.19
layer model.

Model results for d a ta recorded a t point 9 in the copper
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Section 6.7.1

Reflection and Transmission at a Slot Beneath a Copper Laver

The inclusion of a slot in the finite difference model allows the exam ination of the possibility
of a practical method for the detection of surface defects in substrates beneath a
homogeneous solid layer.

It is apparent from figure 6.20a th at reflection of the leaky surface wave occurs as it
impinges on the left hand edge of the slot. A clearer view of the scattering of energy due to
the slot is presented in figure 6.20d,e,f, where the incident field has been removed. The
reflected leaking field is clearly seen, this is the energy th a t would be detected by the
interrogating transducer. The reflected surface waves dem onstrate dispersion without the
regeneration of an incident beam. Figure 6.21a and b illustrate the displacements measured
a t point 3 in the scheme, with slot depths of 1.5Ar and 0.875Ar respectively. The utility of
removing the incident field is seen in these figures. Figure 6.21a (1.5Ar deep slot) shows the
displacements (in the y direction) illustrated by the vector fields in figure

6.2 0

(the dotted

trace). The solid trace is the incident surface wave gated to separate it from other
displacements experienced by point 3. The displacement experienced by point 3 (the dashed
trace) with the incident field removed (consisting mainly of two incident surface waves)
corresponds to the field due only to the presence of the slot. All three traces are plotted
together to illustrate how the superposition of all these fields make up the time history of
the displacement at point 3. Figure 6.21b shows the identical arrangem ent to th at shown in
figure 6.21a, for a slot of depth 0.875Ar Immediately apparent is the relative insensitivity of
the reflected field in the time dom ain to a change in slot depth from 0.875Ar to 1.5Ar . These
reflected fields are dispersive, but if the main perturbation is used reflection coefficients may
be estim ated and these are presented in Table 6.1a.
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a, The surface wave strikes the water filled slot (60 nodes deep) in
the substrate.

b, The surface wave is reflected, multiple reflections from the bottom
of the grid sta rt to obscure the grid.

c, The returning wave field is indistinguishable from the m ultiple
reflections of the incident wave.
Figure 6.20

Pictorial results for a Copper layer on a Stainless Steel

substrate finite difference model.
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d, T he same picture as b, except th a t the incident field has been
removed. Only the wave field to the left of the slot is due solely to
the presence of the slot.

c, The same picture as c, except th a t the incident wave field has been
removed. The leaking field associated with the backscattcrcd surface
wave is clearly visible.

Figure 6.20
disperse.

f, 0.96

/js

later the reflected wave field continues to
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Depth of Slot
1.5Ar

Reflection Coefficient

Table 6.1a

0.875Ar

0.484 (-6.3dB) 0.464 (-6.7dB)

Reflection Coefficient for Slots in Steel Under a Copper Layer
Calculated at Point 3

Depth of Slot

Transmission Coefficient

Table 6.1b

1.5Ar

0.875Ar

0.380 (-8.4dB)

0.414 (-7.7dB)

Transmission Coefficient for Slots in Steel Under a Copper
Layer Calculated at Point 7
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The frequency spectra
6 .2 1 c

of the incident and reflected surface wave are presented in figure

for reflection by a 1.5Ar slot.

Slot depth inform ation is difficult to extract from the returning wave fields. Unlike reflection
of Rayleigh waves a t surface defects on stress free surfaces the extra scattering mechanisms
modelled by the scheme, such as fluid loading, and a layer, conceal the effect of slot depth
beneath stronger interactions such as the radiation into the fluid of compression wave energy
and the dispersion of the surface waves. Transmission coefficients are presented in Table
6 . 1b.

The large am ount of energy scattered into the bulk of the stainless steel by the slot is
illustrated by adding the squares of the reflection and transmission coefficients. The sum is
always less than unity, a fact first noted by Victorov (1967) in the study of slots on stress
free surfaces.

As the reflected field disperses the different velocities of the surface wave will affect the
angle at which the leaky field radiates. Observation of the reflected leaky field a t point 10
indicates th a t the m ain leaking compression front is radiating at 39 • 2° to the norm al to the
surface. The angle of incidence of the plane compression wave was 37 • 5°. The discrepancy
between the two is due to the superposition of slightly different angle leaking fields and the
addition of direct scattering from the corners of the slot.

These model results indicate th at defects in m etal substrates can be detected by dispersive
leaky Rayleigh waves even though they are obscured by an intact m etal layer. Sizing of the
defect would be difficult as the backscattered leaky wavefield is also affected by the depth of
the layer.
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a, Displacement time histories recorded a t point 3, with a 1.5 Ar slot
in the substrate. The incident surface wave (solid) and the reflected
surface wave (dash) are combined in the dot trace.

b, Displacement time histories recorded a t point 3, with a 0.875 Ar
slot in the substrate. T he incident

surface wave (solid) and the

reflected surface wave (dash) are combined in the dot trace.
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Figure 6.21

Model results for detection of an obscured defect.
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c,
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incident
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wave
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spectrum recorded a t point 3 (solid line) and the reflected leaky wave
spectrum from a 1.5Ar slot at point 3 (dash line).
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Recommendations
for Further Work

Section 7.1

Conclusions

The prim ary conclusion of this work is th a t detection of surface breaking defects beneath
<3 0

Befl-Uencii/ ! • < ? )

thick layers of calcareous deposit is possible if an area close^to the target area is cleaned to
the m etal surface (creating an ’inspection window’) to allow generation and reception of
leaky Rayleigh waves. This work has proved th a t a leaky Rayleigh wave can propagate a t a
steel/calcareous deposit interface and th a t it remains non dispersive. Simple time-of-flight
measurements can therefore be used to accurately locate the defect relative to the point of
wave generation and reception. Results also indicate th at the leaky surface wave attenuation
is not greatly increased in the presence of a layer th at has a greater acoustic impedance than
water so estimates of the effective range of a particular frequency can be confidently based
on the range of leaky Rayleigh waves a t liquid loaded m etal interfaces (table 1.2). The
ability to size a surface breaking defect using the m odulation of the backscattered frequency
spectrum (the most robust of the defect sizing mechanisms) is found to be degraded by the
presence of an obscuring layer. Results also indicate th a t the propagation of the incident
leaky Rayleigh wave, in the substrate, is not affected by the presence of the leading edge of
the cleaned strip.
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Defect detection has also been proved possible by using the finite difference model to extend
existing theoretical and experimental work th a t examined the possibility of using dispersive
leaky Rayleigh waves on m etal/m etal layer substrate configurations in immersion. The
specific configuration studied was a thin copper layer on a stainless steel substrate.
Reflection and transmission coefficients for two sizes of slot in the steel substrate beneath an
unim paired copper layer are presented.

Epoxy/shell-grit m ixtures have proved to be effective physical substitutes for hard
calcareous deposits. They overcome the difficulty of producing realistic calcareous deposits in
the laboratory and greatly enhance the experimental investigation of the effect of marine
deposits on ultrasonic inspection.

The finite difference model developed by this study has been used extensively to increase
understanding of ultrasonic interactions and scattering. D ata from the models has compared
well w ith experimental and previously published d ata where comparison has been possible.
The model has provided valuable insight into previously analytically intractable scattering
scenarios, especially in the mid-frequency range.
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Section 7.2

Recommendations for Further Work

W ith the advent of faster and cheaper computers extension of the existing finite difference
models is recommended. Larger physical areas studied would allow more complex scattering
scenarios to be considered. For example the addition of a weld cross-section and an
adjoining steel member could be included to analyse their contribution to the backscattered
leaky Rayleigh field. The model m ight also consider the steel substrate as a pipe (tubular)
wall and examine the effect of the remote steel/air or steel/w ater (if the m em ber were
flooded) interface.

Many studies have already compared results for scattering from slots with scattering from
real fatigue cracks (Bond et al, 1988) but this work could be extended to consider real
fatigue crack characteristics such as partial closure of the crack, and different crack to
interface orientations.

T he new source function used in the models could be applied to more traditional finite
difference scattering models th a t simulate compression and shear wave propagation in solids.
The source function m ight also be tuned to model specific transducer characteristics.

Only commercial experimental equipment was used in this study. Useful work could be
carried out to assess the m any more practical problems of applying the cleaned strip
inspection scenario in a hostile environment. More powerful transducers probably deployed
by teleoperated or robot m anipulators, to give accurate position and orientation inform ation
should be considered (a cleaning head might also be incorporated to provide the ’inspection
window’ through the marine deposit).
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T he operator interface to an inspection device based on this technology would need to
address issues such as how much of the signal processing should be autom atic and what
decisions based on the backscattered d a ta should be m ade by the operator. This would
dictate the am ount of training required by an operator and the tim e required for an
inspection.
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Appendix A
Methods of analysis

Introduction

There are several ways of analysing experimental and theoretical results. Utrasonic
interactions are generally characterised by prim ary functions such as wave speeds, frequency,
wavelength and wave type (compression wave, shear wave etc.). In order to compare results
w ith previous work in the same field, a standard nom enclature and procedure would be
desirable. Unfortunately such a standard does not exist. Therefore before proceeding with
the analysis of the results, a section devoted to the methods of analysis used in this work is
presented.

Finite Difference Model Details

A spatial increment of unity is chosen for both DX and DY in the models presented by this
study. The calculations are further simplified by dividing all m aterial wave velocities by the
velocity of a compression wave in water (1490 m /s). Hence the velocity of a compression
wave in w ater is also unity.
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The tim e step (DT) used in the models is generally 0.75% of the Von Neumann stab ility
condition. Model lengths, ie the depth of a slot, or the thickness of the layer, are generally
given in term s of the wavelength of sound in water, or the leaky Rayleigh wavelength a t a
particular interface. This non-dimensional approach to modelling makes the results equally
valid in any frequency range.

The colour visualisations illustrate the displacement of a grid of nodes due to a wavefield a t
an instant in time. Large am plitude displacements, which would otherwise obscure the
picture are scaled and coloured red. Displacements in a solid body are often scaled
differently to those in water to clarify the picture further.

Measurement of Ultrasonic W ave Speed

The displacement of a point in the path of an ultrasonic wave indicates its passing. W hile
the wave is non-dispersive the shape of the disturbance remains constant, except for
am plitude losses through absorption and scattering. Hence by tim ing the travel of a point in
the disturbance the velocity of a particular wave m ay be estim ated.

Experim ental ’A scans’ are analogous to the tim e history of displacements observed at
points on the finite difference grid. Realistic ultrasonic waves are pulses made up of m any
frequencies around a strong central frequency. The effect of this is to produce a high number
of displacement cycles as the pulse of energy passes a point. In theoretical work the
ultrasonic pulse is modelled as a much more idealised shape, this improves the resolution of
the wave field and simplifies the m athem atical solution. Care should be taken to time using
the same feature in an identical wave pulse, for instance a point on a steel/w ater interface is
displaced differently by a passing leaky Rayleigh wave th at is still being generated by an
incident compression wave, than by a leaky Rayleigh wave propagating on it’s own. A small
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error in velocity measurement will occur if these two waves are compared.

The vertical (normal) com ponent of displacement (v) is used in this study to calculate the
velocity of leaky Rayleigh waves a t solid/liquid and solid/layer interfaces. The normal
com ponent of the Rayleigh wave is larger in am plitude than the tangential com ponent and
therefore easier to analyse. Both the normal and tangential components of displacement
have identical frequency spectrums, so either could be used.

W hen a pulse is dispersive, the different frequency components th a t make it up, all travel at
slightly different speeds. This causes the pulse to spread and makes velocity measurem ent
difficult.

Measuring the Frequency o f a W ave

This study uses pulses of ultrasonic energy to characterise surface defects. Im portant
inform ation in the form of a frequency spectrum, represents the am plitude of the separate
frequency com ponents in a pulse. Pulses of energy of a strong central frequency are used in
the theoretical study as they better represent the broad band pulses em itted by the
experimental transducers. Other forms of energy transfer used in ultrasonics are tone bursts
of a single frequency, and continuous excitation of a target at a single frequency.

Different frequencies of wave are affected differently by scatterers. Generally the effects of
scattering on the frequency domain of a reflected pulse is m ost evident where the size of the
physical scatterer i;s of the order of the wavelength of the pulse. In order to reduce the effect
of the m ethod of excitation of a target in the reflected field the incident frequency spectrum
is deconvolved from the reflected frequency spectrum.
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This new spectrum exaggerates the excitation and attenuation of frequencies in the incident
spectrum. However it should be remembered th at actual inform ation is contained only in the
the range of frequencies sufficiently excited by the incident pulse. Outside this range
variations in the frequency field are seen, but are caused solely by error terms.

The frequency axis is often normalised by the depth of the defect or layer (ie the m ain
scatterer). This method is used extensively by m any workers (Datta and Bouden, 1990) to
generalise results.

hence
Kd = -

where

^

EQNA.O

27rf= circular frequency ( cj)
d = depth o f slot, step etc.
A = wavelength of the energy
C = the wave velocity

G ating is used to separate energy pulses in the tim e domain, examples can be seen in figure
6 .2 1 a

where incident and reflected pulses at the same point on a grid have been separated,

gated and plotted together. After isolating the energy of interest a fast Fourier transform is
performed. The power density distribution is then calculated by m ultiplying the fast Fourier
transform by its complex conjugate, and the result plotted against either a suitable
frequency axis, or more generally v’s Kd.

One further m ethod of analysis used specifically with the finite difference model helps to
clarify scattering interactions. Unlike experimental procedures the interactions illustrated by
the model m ay only be observed near to the scatterer as grid size and scale is limited by
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com puter and stability considerations. These near field results are confused by the m ultiple
scattering th a t occurs at the target and reflection of energy on the grid by the imperfect
absorbing boundaries.

Since a linear model is used the displacement at any point on the grid is a superposition of
the displacements caused by any wave modes passing through it. The incident field and it’s
atten d an t m ultiple reflection from the edges of the grid m ay be filtered away from the
scattered field caused by the presence of a slot. Harker (1988) indicates Harumi used this
m ethod to clarify his numerical model results.

Figures 6.20b and 6.20d illustrate this method. Figure 6.20b shows the interaction of a leaky
Rayleigh wave w ith a slot beneath a solid layer. The scattered field is obscured by the much
stronger incident field. The graphics package used to create hard copy of the vector fields
produced by the model is unable to draw the leaking reflected field, the resulting picture is
too complex. If th is particular model is run again without the slot in the scheme, this purely
incident field can be subtracted from the incident and reflected field of figure
the scattered field (figure 6.20d). Now the reflecting
seen.
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6 . 20 b,

leaving

leaky Rayleigh wave can be clearly
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